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Rosary Bracelet
This beautiful Rosary bracelet 
measures 8" long. Its length is made up 
of a series of off-white beads (in two 
sizes) and smaller silver-plated beads. 
A clear acrylic heart charm and silver-
plated cross ornament hang from the 
bracelet.

This beautiful Rosary bracelet 
measures 8" long. Its length is made up 
of a series of off-white beads (in two sizes) and smaller silver-plated beads. 
A clear acrylic heart charm and silver-plated cross ornament hang from the 
bracelet. Displayed in a window box.

  Item id: Price level 10

  LRQA780B 0

Juliana 2 Tone Silver Frame 
with Heart Design - 
Goddaughter
Juliana 2 Tone Silver Frame with Heart 
Design - Goddaughter 21x16x1

Juliana 2 Tone Silver Frame with Heart 
Design - Goddaughter 21x16x1cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  WFS1005GD 0

Religious Cross Cake Top
This stunning Religious Cross cake 
topper makes an impressive way to top 
off a spectacular day.  So, why not 
impress your guests by adding this  
beautiful cake topper to the top of your 
festive wedding cake?  Tip top style at 
its best. 13cm x 9.5cm x 5cm

This stunning Religious Cross cake 
topper makes an impressive way to top 
off a spectacular day.  So, why not impress your guests by adding this  
beautiful cake topper to the top of your festive wedding cake?  Tip top style 
at its best. 13cm x 9.5cm x 5cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  706009 0

Religious Cross Trinket Box
At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we 
have both covered with this exceptional 
Religious Cross trinket box. Ready to 
hold coins, jewelry and more. 7.5cm x 
6cm x 5cm

At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we have both covered with this 
exceptional Religious Cross trinket box. Ready to hold coins, jewelry and 
more. 7.5cm x 6cm x 5cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  706047 0

Guardian Angel Trinket Box
At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we 
have both covered with this exceptional 
Guardian Angel trinket box. Ready to 
hold coins, jewelry and more.

At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we 
have both covered with this exceptional Guardian Angel trinket box. Ready 
to hold coins, jewelry and more.

  Item id: Price level 10

  707044 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=VFb7V8C7VF
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=sGb7V8C8sG
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=7relV8Cbre
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=9telV8C1te
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=pHb7V8CPwe
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/999X9N98CF9
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/r199N98C7r1
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"Blessed Events" 
Keychain cross 
collection
"Blessed Event" cross 
keychain favors make the 
perfect party favors for your 
little ones special day. A 
Cassiani collection exclusive 
these practical cross key 
chains are made of pearl shiny silver poly resin and embellished with the 
perfectly placed crystal stones and attached to a metal key ring. A perfect 
favor for a Christening, communion, confirmation or any religious themed 
event. They come elegantly finished in a black gift box wrapped with an 
organza ribbon and a heart shaped thank you tag accented with a cross 
design. Each cross measures 1" x 1.5" and 3" in total length with the key 
ring.

"Blessed Event" cross keychain favors make the perfect party favors for 
your little ones special day. A Cassiani collection exclusive these practical 
cross key chains are made of pearl shiny silver poly resin and embellished 
with the perfectly placed crystal stones and attached to a metal key ring. A 
perfect favor for a Christening, communion, confirmation or any religious 
themed event. They come elegantly finished in a black gift box wrapped 
with an organza ribbon and a heart shaped thank you tag accented with a 
cross design. Each cross measures 1" x 1.5" and 3" in total length with the 
key ring.

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC1642 0

Murano art deco 
collection Cross 
keychain
Impress your guests with 
the elegance of our art glass 
favors. Inspired by the 
artisans of Murano Italy, 
these handcrafted Murano 
like glass key chains are 
stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and style. From 
Cassiani collections exclusive

Impress your guests with the elegance of our art glass favors. Inspired by 
the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like glass key chains 
are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and style. From 
Cassiani collections exclusive

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC3034 0

Murano art deco 
collection standing 
glass cross
Inspired by the artisans of 
Murano Italy, these 
handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning 
and will wow your guests 
with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

Inspired by the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC5003 0

Murano art deco 
collection glass 
cross
Inspired by the artisans of 
Murano Italy, these 
handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning 
and will wow your guests 
with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

Inspired by the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC5020 0

Murano art deco 
collection glass 
cross
Inspired by the artisans of 
Murano Italy, these 
handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning 
and will wow your guests 
with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

Inspired by the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC5021 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=LJb7V8C7LJ
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=6UelV8C76U
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=8WelV8CZWe
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=98Mb7V8CP8
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=hVb7V8C7hV
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/8W699N98CvW
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Murano art deco 
collection glass 
cross
Inspired by the artisans of 
Murano Italy, these 
handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning 
and will wow your guests 
with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

Inspired by the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC5022 0

MINI CHROME CROSS WITH 
SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL
CHROME PLATED MINI CROSS WITH 
STRASS SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL We are 
proud to present you with our creative 
collection which combines superb 
metal craftsmanship and STRASS_ 
Swarovski_ Crystal, which guarantees 
the highest crystal quality. Size: 4.5 x 
6.4 cm  Net not included.

CHROME PLATED MINI CROSS WITH STRASS SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL    We 
are proud to present you with our creative collection which combines  
superb metal craftsmanship and STRASS Swarovski Crystal, which 
guarantees the highest crystal quality.    Size: 4.5 cm x 6.4 cm  

 Net not included. Previouse code WSP192

  Item id: Price level 10

  WSP198 0

Large Rhinestone Cross 
Brooch
Large cross Brooch set with 
Rhinestones

Large cross Brooch set with 
Rhinestones 3cm high

  Item id: Price level 10

  SDB200 0

Small Rhinestone Cross on 
Clasp
Small Cross on Clasp

Small cross on clasp - cross 2cm height

  Item id: Price level 10

  SDB300 0

Elegant cross design place 
card/photo holders
These elegant cross design place card/photo 
holders are a spirited way to welcome your 
guests to their tables
Celebrating a Christening, First Communion, 
Confirmation or other religious occasion? 
Bless the day with this useful cross favor that 
your guests can display notes or photos on 
when they take them home. Exclusively from 
Solefavors, each cross place card favor measures 4.75\" x 1.25\" and 
features a dramatic pewter colored poly resin cross with inlaid white 
enamel, enhanced with beaded detail and multiple glistening rhinestones 
that highlight the cross\' beauty. The cross is topped with a silver metal 
coiled wire holder. Sure to warm your guests\' hearts, these cross favors 
come bulk packed in a poly bag with matching cross design blank place 
cards included.

These elegant cross design place card/photo holders are a spirited way to 
welcome your guests to their tables
Celebrating a Christening, First Communion, Confirmation or other religious 
occasion? Bless the day with this useful cross favor that your guests can 
display notes or photos on when they take them home. Exclusively from 
Solefavors, each cross place card favor measures 4.75\" x 1.25\" and 
features a dramatic pewter colored poly resin cross with inlaid white 
enamel, enhanced with beaded detail and multiple glistening rhinestones 
that highlight the cross\' beauty. The cross is topped with a silver metal 
coiled wire holder. Sure to warm your guests\' hearts, these cross favors 
come bulk packed in a poly bag with matching cross design blank place 
cards included.

  Item id: Price level 10

  5373 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=CVb7V8C8CV
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=JWb7V8CP8W
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=78Wb7V8Cv8
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=98Wb7V8CF8
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=hXb7V8C7hX
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/oC99N98CF8C
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Angel design bookmarks
Say \"You\'re an angel\" to each of your 
guests with these angel design bookmarks
One of Christianity\'s true icons, this little 
angel is ready and able to share in the spirit 
of your - and your guests\' - day! And your 
family and friends are sure to pause and 
count their blessings each time they see this 
special favor marking the page of their book 
or Bible. Sold only by Solefavors, each angel 
bookmark measures 3.25\" x 1.375\" and features a dramatic pewter 
colored poly resin angel with inlaid white enamel, enhanced with carved 
detail and multiple glistening rhinestones. The angel charm is perched on 
top of a sturdy silver metal page clip. An elegant addition to any religious 
occasion, each comes in a decorative clear topped box with a two tone 
silver base with a diamond pattern and angel design, tied with a white 
organza ribbon and an attached matching design \"For You\" tag.

Say \"You\'re an angel\" to each of your guests with these angel design 
bookmarks
One of Christianity\'s true icons, this little angel is ready and able to share in 
the spirit of your - and your guests\' - day! And your family and friends are 
sure to pause and count their blessings each time they see this special 
favor marking the page of their book or Bible. Sold only by Solefavors, each 
angel bookmark measures 3.25\" x 1.375\" and features a dramatic pewter 
colored poly resin angel with inlaid white enamel, enhanced with carved 
detail and multiple glistening rhinestones. The angel charm is perched on 
top of a sturdy silver metal page clip. An elegant addition to any religious 
occasion, each comes in a decorative clear topped box with a two tone 
silver base with a diamond pattern and angel design, tied with a white 
organza ribbon and an attached matching design \"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6529 0

Cross design keychain favors
Give your guests a spiritual reminder of a 
special day with these cross design keychain 
favors 
Whether it\'s for a Christening, First 
Communion, Confirmation or any other 
religious occasion, when your family and 
friends gather together it will be a time to 
rejoice. And, these cross keychain favors will 
certainly add to the celebration. Exclusively 
from Solefavors, each cross keychain measures 3.5\" long, including chain, 
and features a dramatic 1.625\" long x 1.25\" wide pewter colored poly resin 
cross charm with inlaid white enamel, enhanced with beaded detail and 
multiple glistening rhinestones. The cross charm has a sturdy chrome finish 
silver metal chain and ring attached at its top. An elegant addition to the 
day, each comes in a decorative clear topped box with a two tone silver 
base with a diamond pattern and cross design, tied with a white organza 
ribbon and an attached matching design \"For You\" tag.

Give your guests a spiritual reminder of a special day with these cross 
design keychain favors 
Whether it\'s for a Christening, First Communion, Confirmation or any other 
religious occasion, when your family and friends gather together it will be a 
time to rejoice. And, these cross keychain favors will certainly add to the 
celebration. Exclusively from Solefavors, each cross keychain measures 
3.5\" long, including chain, and features a dramatic 1.625\" long x 1.25\" 
wide pewter colored poly resin cross charm with inlaid white enamel, 
enhanced with beaded detail and multiple glistening rhinestones. The cross 
charm has a sturdy chrome finish silver metal chain and ring attached at its 
top. An elegant addition to the day, each comes in a decorative clear 
topped box with a two tone silver base with a diamond pattern and cross 
design, tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached matching design 
\"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6533 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=EXb7V8C19X
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=YXb7V8C19X
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/88799N98C78
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Cross design letter favors
Invite your guests to open up their  hearts in 
a spiritual way with these cross design letter 
favors 
Sure to be a  treasured reminder of faith, 
spirituality and love, these cross letter 
openers  are both useful and elegant.  
Exclusively  from Solefavors, each cross letter 
opener measures 5.75\" long x 1.5\" wide and 
 has a pewter colored poly resin cross charm 
with inlaid white enamel, enhanced  with beaded detail and multiple 
glistening rhinestones that accentuate the  design. The cross sits stately 
atop a chrome finish silver metal letter opener  blade.  An elegant addition 
to any  religious occasion, each comes in a decorative 2 piece  box with a 
two tone  silver  with a diamond pattern and cross design, tied with a white 
organza  ribbon and an attached matching design \"For You\" tag.

Invite your guests to open up their  hearts in a spiritual way with these 
cross design letter favors 
Sure to be a  treasured reminder of faith, spirituality and love, these cross 
letter openers  are both useful and elegant.  Exclusively  from Solefavors, 
each cross letter opener measures 5.75\" long x 1.5\" wide and  has a 
pewter colored poly resin cross charm with inlaid white enamel, enhanced  
with beaded detail and multiple glistening rhinestones that accentuate the  
design. The cross sits stately atop a chrome finish silver metal letter opener  
blade.  An elegant addition to any  religious occasion, each comes in a 
decorative 2 piece  box with a two tone  silver  with a diamond pattern and 
cross design, tied with a white organza  ribbon and an attached matching 
design \"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6534 0

Decorative cross ornament 
favors
Add a classic symbol of Christianity to your 
special  occasion with these decorative cross 
ornament favors 
For centuries, the cross has been revered as 
a steadfast symbol of Christian  faith. And, 
this cross ornament elegantly pays homage 
to this treasured icon.  Measuring 4.25\" long 
x 3.5\" wide, each is made of a silver pewter  
colored poly resin with a detailed ivory inlaid enamel design, in a classic  
cross shape, accented with glistening rhinestones at its tips for a dramatic  
effect. Each has an ivory satin ribbon tied at its top for easy and stylish  
hanging. A blessing to behold, each Solefavors exclusive ornament favor 
comes  nestled in silver satin inside a textured silver gift box with a clear 
acetate  display top, wrapped and tied with a silver metallic elastic cord and 
an  attached cross design \"For You\" tag.

Add a classic symbol of Christianity to your special  occasion with these 
decorative cross ornament favors 
For centuries, the cross has been revered as a steadfast symbol of Christian 
 faith. And, this cross ornament elegantly pays homage to this treasured 
icon.  Measuring 4.25\" long x 3.5\" wide, each is made of a silver pewter  
colored poly resin with a detailed ivory inlaid enamel design, in a classic  
cross shape, accented with glistening rhinestones at its tips for a dramatic  
effect. Each has an ivory satin ribbon tied at its top for easy and stylish  
hanging. A blessing to behold, each Solefavors exclusive ornament favor 
comes  nestled in silver satin inside a textured silver gift box with a clear 
acetate  display top, wrapped and tied with a silver metallic elastic cord and 
an  attached cross design \"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  8638 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=99Xb7V8C79
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=zYb7V8CP3g
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/uD99N98C19D
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Pewter Color Cross Statue with 
Ivory Enamel Inlay
Extraordinary and elegant, this striking cross 
statue makes a lasting memento of a glorious 
day 
Befitting the special atmosphere of any 
religious occasion, these cross favors are a 
worthy addition to a distinctive day. 
Measuring 5\" tall x 3.5\" wide x 1.25\" deep, 
this generously sized cross is made of a silver 
pewter colored poly resin with a detailed ivory inlaid enamel design, in a 
classic cross shape, accented with glistening rhinestones and cut out 
details for a dramatic effect, dramatically perched atop a base with elegant 
filigree patterned sides. A blessing to behold, each Solefavors exclusive 
cross favor comes in a textured silver gift box, wrapped and tied with a 
white satin ribbon and an attached cross themed \"For You\" tag.

Extraordinary and elegant, this striking cross statue makes a lasting 
memento of a glorious day 
Befitting the special atmosphere of any religious occasion, these cross 
favors are a worthy addition to a distinctive day. Measuring 5\" tall x 3.5\" 
wide x 1.25\" deep, this generously sized cross is made of a silver pewter 
colored poly resin with a detailed ivory inlaid enamel design, in a classic 
cross shape, accented with glistening rhinestones and cut out details for a 
dramatic effect, dramatically perched atop a base with elegant filigree 
patterned sides. A blessing to behold, each Solefavors exclusive cross favor 
comes in a textured silver gift box, wrapped and tied with a white satin 
ribbon and an attached cross themed \"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  8639 0

2x3 Silver Frame w/ 
Cross
Silver metal photo frames 
with embossed cross 
design. Our photo frames 
make great favors for your 
next religious themed party. 
Comes in black gift box with 
clear top. The frame 
measures 2.5' x 6' and 
holds a 2' x 3' photo. The shipping weight is 0.30 lbs per piece

2x3 Silver Frame w/ Cross

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC4081 0

Silver Metal Cross 
Design Frames
Our silver metal cross 
design frames are the 
perfect favor for your any 
religious affair whether a 
christening, communion or 
confirmation. Your guests 
Will appreciate the high 
quality frame you gave them 
as token of your appreciation for sharing your special day with you. Each 
Cassiani Collection exclusive favor measures 6" x 2.5"and is pearlized silver 
color with an embossed cross design. They hold a 2x3 photo and come in a 
black bottom gift box with a clear top. The shipping weight for this item is 
0.20 lbs per piece.

Silver Metal Cross Design Frames

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC4232 0

Murano art deco 
collection Cross 
keychain
Impress your guests with 
the elegance of our art glass 
favors. Inspired by the 
artisans of Murano Italy, 
these handcrafted Murano 
like glass key chains are 
stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and style. From 
Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this elegant solid 
cross design handmade Venetian like glass keychain is made of blue and 
white colored glass accented with the prefect touch of gold accents 
attached to a high quality metal key ring holder. This favor is sure to 
impress your guest with it's sophistication and elegant design. Each of 
these unique art deco key chain favors are handmade and because of that 
no two are exactly alike. They come packaged in high quality two piece 
white gift box and set in a white satin lining, and stamped with our 
authentic "Murano Art Deco" logo . Each keychain measure approximately 
3.5" in length.

Impress your guests with the elegance of our art glass favors. Inspired by 
the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like glass key chains 
are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and style. From 
Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this elegant solid 
cross design handmade Venetian like glass keychain is made of blue and 
white colored glass accented with the prefect touch of gold accents 
attached to a high quality metal key ring holder. This favor is sure to 
impress your guest with it's sophistication and elegant design. Each of 
these unique art deco key chain favors are handmade and because of that 
no two are exactly alike. They come packaged in high quality two piece 
white gift box and set in a white satin lining, and stamped with our 
authentic "Murano Art Deco" logo . Each keychain measure approximately 
3.5" in length.

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC2776 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=66glV8CP6g
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=hZb7V8C7hZ
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=HZb7V8Cveg
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=7hglV8Clhg
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/7h999N98Cbh
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Murano art deco 
collection Cross 
keychain
Impress your guests with 
the elegance of our art glass 
favors. Inspired by the 
artisans of Murano Italy, 
these handcrafted Murano 
like glass key chains are 
stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and style. From 
Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this elegant solid 
cross design handmade Venetian like glass keychain is made of pink glass 
accented with brown lines and attached to a high quality metal key ring 
holder. This favor is sure to impress your guest with it's sophistication and 
elegant design. Each of these unique art deco key chain favors are 
handmade and because of that no two are exactly alike. They come 
packaged in high quality two piece white gift box and set in a white satin 
lining, and stamped with our authentic "Murano Art Deco" logo . Each 
keychain measure approximately 3.5" in length.

Impress your guests with the elegance of our art glass favors. Inspired by 
the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like glass key chains 
are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and style. From 
Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this elegant solid 
cross design handmade Venetian like glass keychain is made of pink glass 
accented with brown lines and attached to a high quality metal key ring 
holder. This favor is sure to impress your guest with it's sophistication and 
elegant design. Each of these unique art deco key chain favors are 
handmade and because of that no two are exactly alike. They come 
packaged in high quality two piece white gift box and set in a white satin 
lining, and stamped with our authentic "Murano Art Deco" logo . Each 
keychain measure approximately 3.5" in length.

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC2777 0

Blessed events 
Cross design photo 
frame
From our Blessed Events 
collection we have the 
perfect favors for you ,
whether for a communion, 
christening or any other 
religious themed event 
these favors will sure be a hit with your guests. A Cassiani collection 
exclusive , each silver resin photo fra

From our Blessed Events collection we have the perfect favors for you ,
whether for a communion, christening or any other religious themed event 
these favors will sure be a hit with your guests. A Cassiani collection 
exclusive , each silver resin photo fra

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC1768 0

Select Crystal Collection - 
Arch Holy Family Crystal Icon
Select Crystal Collection - A religious 
work of art, these solid Crystal Icons 
are the perfect favors for any religious 
themed event. Whether a communion, 
christening, or even religious themed 
wedding, these favors will impress your 
guests. Made of solid quality crystal 
these Arch shaped Glass icons have a 
two tone Italian like silver Holy Family decoration attached to solid crystal 
glass. They come elegantly packaged in our signature two piece white and 
silver gift box with pillow soft satin lining. They measure 8cm x 7cm.

Select Crystal Collection - A religious work of art, these solid Crystal Icons 
are the perfect favors for any religious themed event. Whether a 
communion, christening, or even religious themed wedding, these favors 
will impress your guests. Made of solid quality crystal these Arch shaped 
Glass icons have a two tone Italian like silver Holy Family decoration 
attached to solid crystal glass. They come elegantly packaged in our 
signature two piece white and silver gift box with pillow soft satin lining. 
They measure 8cm x 7cm.

  Item id: Price level 10

  SD100708 0

Select Crystal Collection - 
Rect. Holy Family Crystal 
Icon
Select Crystal Collection - A religious 
work of art, these solid Crystal Icons are 
the perfect favors for any religious 
themed event. Whether a communion, 
christening, or even religious themed 
wedding, these favors will impress your 
guests. Made of solid quality crystal these Arch shaped Glass icons have a 
two tone Italian like silver Holy Family decoration attached to solid crystal 
glass. They come elegantly packaged in our signature two piece white and 
silver gift box with pillow soft satin lining. They measure 8cm x 6cm.

Select Crystal Collection - A religious work of art, these solid Crystal Icons 
are the perfect favors for any religious themed event. Whether a 
communion, christening, or even religious themed wedding, these favors 
will impress your guests. Made of solid quality crystal these Arch shaped 
Glass icons have a two tone Italian like silver Holy Family decoration 
attached to solid crystal glass. They come elegantly packaged in our 
signature two piece white and silver gift box with pillow soft satin lining. 
They measure 8cm x 6cm.

  Item id: Price level 10

  SD100715 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=9jglV8C99j
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=k6glV8C1mg
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=T6glV8CPpg
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=8sglV8C98s
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/9t999N98C79
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Select Crystal Collection - 
Rect. First Holy Communion 
Boy Icon
Select Crystal Collection - A religious 
work of art, these solid Crystal Icons are 
the perfect favors for a First Holy 
Communion Celebration or even as a 
gift. Made of solid quality crystal these 
icons have a two tone Italian like silver 
Communion Boy decoration attached to solid crystal glass. They come 
elegantly packaged in our signature two piece white and silver gift box with 
pillow soft satin lining. They measure 8cm x 6cm.

Select Crystal Collection - A religious work of art, these solid Crystal Icons 
are the perfect favors for a First Holy Communion Celebration or even as a 
gift. Made of solid quality crystal these icons have a two tone Italian like 
silver Communion Boy decoration attached to solid crystal glass. They come 
elegantly packaged in our signature two piece white and silver gift box with 
pillow soft satin lining. They measure 8cm x 6cm.

  Item id: Price level 10

  SD100722 0

Select Crystal Collection - 
Rect. First Holy Communion 
Girl Icon
Select Crystal Collection - A religious 
work of art, these solid Crystal Icons 
are the perfect favors for a First Holy 
Communion Celebration or even as a 
gift. Made of solid quality crystal these 
icons have a two tone Italian like silver 
Communion Girl decoration attached to solid crystal glass. They come 
elegantly packaged in our signature two piece white and silver gift box with 
pillow soft satin lining. They measure 8cm x 6cm.

Select Crystal Collection - A religious work of art, these solid Crystal Icons 
are the perfect favors for a First Holy Communion Celebration or even as a 
gift. Made of solid quality crystal these icons have a two tone Italian like 
silver Communion Girl decoration attached to solid crystal glass. They come 
elegantly packaged in our signature two piece white and silver gift box with 
pillow soft satin lining. They measure 8cm x 6cm.

  Item id: Price level 10

  SD100739 0

Select Crystal Collection - Crystal Long Stemmed Open 
Rose

Select Crystal Collection - A symbol of love, the rose is a favorite as a 
decorative addition to any occasion. And these lovely favors truly capture 
the essence of the rose. Each is 12cm long and features a luminous crystal 
bud atop a Chrystal stem with handcrafted leaves. They come elegantly 
packaged in our signature two piece white and silver gift box with pillow 
soft satin lining. Box measures 13.5 x 6cm x 4cm.

Select Crystal Collection - A symbol of love, the rose is a favorite as a 
decorative addition to any occasion. And these lovely favors truly capture 
the essence of the rose. Each is 12cm long and features a luminous crystal 
bud atop a Chrystal stem with handcrafted leaves. They come elegantly 
packaged in our signature two piece white and silver gift box with pillow 
soft satin lining. Box measures 13.5 x 6cm x 4cm.

  Item id: Price level 10

  SD100746 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=m6glV8Clwg
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=N6glV8C9N6
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=7BglV8CPBg
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/8830798Cb83
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Classy Compacts Collection 
cross design metal compact 
favors
Add a beautiful expression of faith to your 
glorious day with Classy Compacts Collection 
cross designcompact favors 
Looking for religious occasion favors that are 
elegant and functional? Well, these compact 
favors capture the spirit of the day and 
they\'ll give your guests a faith-filled reminder of your love every time they 
use them. Each compact favor, from Solefavors\'s exclusive Classy 
Compacts Collection, measures 2.75\" round and has a non tarnishing silver 
metal outer case decorated with a black enamel inlaid top and a central 
renaissance-style cross with embedded rhinestone enhancements. A hinge 
on the side of the compact opens to reveal dual glass mirrors inside. A 
spiritual addition to showers, Sweet Sixteen/Fifteen parties, and so much 
more, each comes in a clear topped box with a black bottom decorated 
with cross designs on the sides, wrapped and tied with a white organza 
ribbon and an attached black and white cross design \"For You\" tag.

Add a beautiful expression of faith to your glorious day with Classy 
Compacts Collection cross designcompact favors 
Looking for religious occasion favors that are elegant and functional? Well, 
these compact favors capture the spirit of the day and they\'ll give your 
guests a faith-filled reminder of your love every time they use them. Each 
compact favor, from Solefavors\'s exclusive Classy Compacts Collection, 
measures 2.75\" round and has a non tarnishing silver metal outer case 
decorated with a black enamel inlaid top and a central renaissance-style 
cross with embedded rhinestone enhancements. A hinge on the side of the 
compact opens to reveal dual glass mirrors inside. A spiritual addition to 
showers, Sweet Sixteen/Fifteen parties, and so much more, each comes in 
a clear topped box with a black bottom decorated with cross designs on the 
sides, wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached black 
and white cross design \"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  5939 0

Cross and heart design pen set 
from the Love and Faith 
Collectionross and heart design 
pen set from the Love and Faith 
Collection
This cross and heart design pen set from the 
Love and Faith Collectionof accessories is 
lovely to behold
Putting the finishing touches - like this beautiful pen set - on your day is a 
thoughtful way to show how much you care. And, it gives you a lasting 
keepsake that can be passed on as an inspirational new family tradition. 
Perfect as memorable accessories for a wedding, First Communion, 
Christening or other Christian event, each pen set, from Solefavors\'s Love 
and Faith Collection of special day accessories, measures 8.5\" tall with pen 
inserted into the 2.5\" x 2.5\" base and has a white sculpted poly resin heart 
shaped base with another heart shape stretching upward, enhanced with a 
dramatic raised, rhinestone-accented cross design, and an opening for the 
insertion of the white pen. Each pen set comes packaged in a white display 
gift box with silver horizontal stripes and heart and cross designs on the 
sides and back, with a dark silver insert staging and a clear top - great for 
display and safe storage after your big day is through.

This cross and heart design pen set from the Love and Faith Collectionof 
accessories is lovely to behold
Putting the finishing touches - like this beautiful pen set - on your day is a 
thoughtful way to show how much you care. And, it gives you a lasting 
keepsake that can be passed on as an inspirational new family tradition. 
Perfect as memorable accessories for a wedding, First Communion, 
Christening or other Christian event, each pen set, from Solefavors\'s Love 
and Faith Collection of special day accessories, measures 8.5\" tall with pen 
inserted into the 2.5\" x 2.5\" base and has a white sculpted poly resin heart 
shaped base with another heart shape stretching upward, enhanced with a 
dramatic raised, rhinestone-accented cross design, and an opening for the 
insertion of the white pen. Each pen set comes packaged in a white display 
gift box with silver horizontal stripes and heart and cross designs on the 
sides and back, with a dark silver insert staging and a clear top - great for 
display and safe storage after your big day is through.

  Item id: Price level 10

  2430 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=g6glV8CZFg
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=h6glV8C7h6
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/7880798C778
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Cross and heart design cake 
knife/server set from the Love 
and Faith Collection
Add a sweet finishing touch to your event 
with this cross and heart design cake 
knife/server set from the Love and Faith 
Collectionof accessories
This elegant cake knife and server set really 
takes the cake! And, it gives you a lasting 
keepsake that can be passed on as an inspirational new family tradition. 
Perfect as memorable accessories for a wedding, First Communion or other 
Christian event, each set, from Solefavors\'s Love and Faith Collection of 
special day accessories contains a 13\" x 1.25\" cake knife and 10.5\" x 2\" 
server, each with a white sculpted poly resin handle enhanced with a 
dramatic raised cross and heart rhinestone-accented design, supporting a 
sturdy stainless steel serrated blade/server. Each cake knife and server set 
comes packaged in a white display gift box with silver horizontal stripes and 
heart and cross designs on the sides and back, with a dark silver insert 
staging and a clear top - great for display and safe storage after your big 
day is through.

Add a sweet finishing touch to your event with this cross and heart design 
cake knife/server set from the Love and Faith Collectionof accessories
This elegant cake knife and server set really takes the cake! And, it gives 
you a lasting keepsake that can be passed on as an inspirational new family 
tradition. Perfect as memorable accessories for a wedding, First 
Communion or other Christian event, each set, from Solefavors\'s Love and 
Faith Collection of special day accessories contains a 13\" x 1.25\" cake 
knife and 10.5\" x 2\" server, each with a white sculpted poly resin handle 
enhanced with a dramatic raised cross and heart rhinestone-accented 
design, supporting a sturdy stainless steel serrated blade/server. Each cake 
knife and server set comes packaged in a white display gift box with silver 
horizontal stripes and heart and cross designs on the sides and back, with a 
dark silver insert staging and a clear top - great for display and safe storage 
after your big day is through.

  Item id: Price level 10

  2428 0

Murano Glass Collection hanging 
cross favors (pink)
Share the blessings and spirit of the  day with 
these divine Murano Glass  Collectionhanging 
cross favors (pink)
Inspired by the beautiful works of the 
famous-for-centuries glass artisans of  
Murano, Italy, our exclusive Murano Glass  
Collection favors are exceptional tributes to 
the Italian treasures. Lovely  to behold, these 
elegant cross favors make the most of the unique Murano  style.  Each 
measures 4.25\" x 3.125\" in a  Murano-like clear glass with a pink pebble 
finish and an attached pink satin  ribbon for hanging, finished with a 
detailed, antique style silver bead.  Perfect as religious occasion favors for a 
 girl\'s Christening, First Communion, Confirmation and more, each  
Solefavors-exclusive cross comes nestled in white satin inside a pearlized  
ivory two piece box, wrapped and tied with a gold organza ribbon and a  
Murano Glass entitled \"For You\" tag attached with a gold cord.

Share the blessings and spirit of the  day with these divine Murano Glass  
Collectionhanging cross favors (pink)
Inspired by the beautiful works of the famous-for-centuries glass artisans of 
 Murano, Italy, our exclusive Murano Glass  Collection favors are 
exceptional tributes to the Italian treasures. Lovely  to behold, these 
elegant cross favors make the most of the unique Murano  style.  Each 
measures 4.25\" x 3.125\" in a  Murano-like clear glass with a pink pebble 
finish and an attached pink satin  ribbon for hanging, finished with a 
detailed, antique style silver bead.  Perfect as religious occasion favors for a 
 girl\'s Christening, First Communion, Confirmation and more, each  
Solefavors-exclusive cross comes nestled in white satin inside a pearlized  
ivory two piece box, wrapped and tied with a gold organza ribbon and a  
Murano Glass entitled \"For You\" tag attached with a gold cord.

  Item id: Price level 10

  2126 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=J6glV8CPSg
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=8WglV8C88W
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/5x1O98CPud0
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Murano Glass Collection hanging 
cross favors (blue)
Share the blessings and spirit of the  day with 
these divine Murano Glass  Collectionhanging 
cross favors (blue)
Inspired by the beautiful works of the 
famous-for-centuries glass artisans of  
Murano, Italy, our exclusive Murano Glass  
Collection favors are exceptional tributes to 
the Italian treasures. Lovely  to behold, these 
elegant cross favors make the most of the unique Murano  style.  Each 
measures 4.25\" x 3.125\" in a  Murano-like clear glass with a blue pebble 
finish and an attached blue satin  ribbon for hanging, finished with a 
detailed, antique style silver bead.  Perfect as religious occasion favors for a 
 boy\'s Christening, First Communion, Confirmation and more, each  
Solefavors-exclusive cross comes nestled in white satin inside a pearlized  
ivory two piece box, wrapped and tied with a gold organza ribbon and a  
Murano Glass entitled \"For You\" tag attached with a gold cord.

Share the blessings and spirit of the  day with these divine Murano Glass  
Collectionhanging cross favors (blue)
Inspired by the beautiful works of the famous-for-centuries glass artisans of 
 Murano, Italy, our exclusive Murano Glass  Collection favors are 
exceptional tributes to the Italian treasures. Lovely  to behold, these 
elegant cross favors make the most of the unique Murano  style.  Each 
measures 4.25\" x 3.125\" in a  Murano-like clear glass with a blue pebble 
finish and an attached blue satin  ribbon for hanging, finished with a 
detailed, antique style silver bead.  Perfect as religious occasion favors for a 
 boy\'s Christening, First Communion, Confirmation and more, each  
Solefavors-exclusive cross comes nestled in white satin inside a pearlized  
ivory two piece box, wrapped and tied with a gold organza ribbon and a  
Murano Glass entitled \"For You\" tag attached with a gold cord.

  Item id: Price level 10

  2125 0

Murano Glass Collection hanging 
cross favors (white)
Share the blessings and spirit of the  day with 
these divine Murano Glass  Collectionhanging 
cross favors (white)
Inspired by the beautiful works of the 
famous-for-centuries glass artisans of  
Murano, Italy, our exclusive Murano Glass  
Collection favors are exceptional tributes to 
the Italian treasures. Lovely  to behold, these 
elegant cross favors make the most of the unique Murano  style.  Each 
measures 4.25\" x 3.125\" in a Murano-like  clear glass with a white pebble 
finish and an attached white satin ribbon for  hanging, finished with a 
detailed, antique style silver bead.  Perfect as favors for Christenings, First  
Communions and all religious occasions, each Solefavors-exclusive cross 
comes  nestled in white satin inside a pearlized ivory two piece  box, 
wrapped  and tied with a gold organza ribbon and a Murano Glass entitled 
\"For You\" tag  attached with a gold cord.

Share the blessings and spirit of the  day with these divine Murano Glass  
Collectionhanging cross favors (white)
Inspired by the beautiful works of the famous-for-centuries glass artisans of 
 Murano, Italy, our exclusive Murano Glass  Collection favors are 
exceptional tributes to the Italian treasures. Lovely  to behold, these 
elegant cross favors make the most of the unique Murano  style.  Each 
measures 4.25\" x 3.125\" in a Murano-like  clear glass with a white pebble 
finish and an attached white satin ribbon for  hanging, finished with a 
detailed, antique style silver bead.  Perfect as favors for Christenings, First  
Communions and all religious occasions, each Solefavors-exclusive cross 
comes  nestled in white satin inside a pearlized ivory two piece  box, 
wrapped  and tied with a gold organza ribbon and a Murano Glass entitled 
\"For You\" tag  attached with a gold cord.

  Item id: Price level 10

  2124 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=a6glV8C1Zg
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=x6glV8Cv66
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Exquisite Madonna and child 
crystal plaque
Share the symbolism and beauty of the 
Madonna and child with this exquisite crystal 
plaque as your religious occasion favors 
For centuries, painters, sculptors, and artists 
of all kinds have graced the world with their 
stunning interpretations of the iconic 
Madonna and child. And, this lovely plaque 
artistically captures the beauty and meaning 
of this treasured image. An exceptional choice as Christening and First 
Communion favors or as religious favors for all occasions, each measures 
1.25\" x 2.5\" and features a Murano-style-inspired, multifaceted edged 
round crystal plaque with a central Madonna and child in silver, atop a 
rainbow-effect crystal base that enhances the plaque\'s edge with a brilliant 
rainbow. A Solefavors exclusive, each comes in a textured two-piece ivory 
gift box, with white satin inside, wrapped with a gold organza ribbon and a 
Murano Glass entitled \"For You\" tag attached with a gold cord.

Share the symbolism and beauty of the Madonna and child with this 
exquisite crystal plaque as your religious occasion favors 
For centuries, painters, sculptors, and artists of all kinds have graced the 
world with their stunning interpretations of the iconic Madonna and child. 
And, this lovely plaque artistically captures the beauty and meaning of this 
treasured image. An exceptional choice as Christening and First 
Communion favors or as religious favors for all occasions, each measures 
1.25\" x 2.5\" and features a Murano-style-inspired, multifaceted edged 
round crystal plaque with a central Madonna and child in silver, atop a 
rainbow-effect crystal base that enhances the plaque\'s edge with a brilliant 
rainbow. A Solefavors exclusive, each comes in a textured two-piece ivory 
gift box, with white satin inside, wrapped with a gold organza ribbon and a 
Murano Glass entitled \"For You\" tag attached with a gold cord.

  Item id: Price level 10

  2115 0

Exquisite cross favor
This exquisite cross makes a favor that 
brings reverence and joy to any 
Christian occasion 
This beautiful favor takes the cross - the 
most treasured symbol of the Christian 
faith - and gives it an ornate elegance 
that is sure to capture the joy shared on 
your special day. From Solefavors\'s 
outstanding collection of Christian 
favors, this cross shines with glistening rhinestone enhancements and 
accents in amber - a color symbolic of spiritual energy. 
Description and details: 
- Measures 3\" x 4.75\" 
- Pewter colored poly resin sculpted cross design with cut out details
- Inlaid amber colored enamel and multiple amber rhinestones with a 

large amber rhinestone at the center 
- Sturdy statue-like base
- A spirited selection as Christian wedding favors, for First Communions 

and Christenings and as favors for all religious occasions 
- Packaged in a textured silver box, wrapped and tied with a white satin 

ribbon and an attached cross design \"For You\" tag.

This exquisite cross makes a favor that brings reverence and joy to any 
Christian occasion 
This beautiful favor takes the cross - the most treasured symbol of the 
Christian faith - and gives it an ornate elegance that is sure to capture the 
joy shared on your special day. From Solefavors\'s outstanding collection of 
Christian favors, this cross shines with glistening rhinestone enhancements 
and accents in amber - a color symbolic of spiritual energy. 
Description and details: 
- Measures 3\" x 4.75\" 
- Pewter colored poly resin sculpted cross design with cut out details
- Inlaid amber colored enamel and multiple amber rhinestones with a 

large amber rhinestone at the center 
- Sturdy statue-like base
- A spirited selection as Christian wedding favors, for First Communions 

and Christenings and as favors for all religious occasions 
- Packaged in a textured silver box, wrapped and tied with a white satin 

ribbon and an attached cross design \"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  8649 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=666glV8CZ6
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=C6glV8C8C6
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Brilliantly packaged cross bottle 
opener
Brilliantly packaged and reverently designed, 
this cross bottle opener makes a Christian 
favor choice with ultimate appeal 
Just imagine the joy on their faces when your 
guests arrive and see these cross design 
bottle opener favors, exquisitely presented in 
our exclusive elegant packaging. At 
Solefavors, we believe that it\'s what\'s on 
the inside AND the outside that makes a favor special. And we think you\'ll 
agree that we got both exactly right with this stunning cross favor. 
Description and details: 
- Each measures 2.25\" x 1.5\" (5.5\" long with tassel) 
- Silver metal cross shaped charm top loaded with simple elegance and 

enhanced with a dramatic central rhinestone accent, topped with an 
attached white satin tassel

- Cross is perched on a sturdy silver metal bottle opener base
- A practical and lasting choice as cross themed favors and Christian 

favors for First Communions, Christenings and more 
- Uniquely packaged in an amazing ivory laser-cut box in the shape of a 

bird cage with a clear acetate display window front. 
- The sides of the box are cut out in an intricate heart and flourish design 

and the top is tied together with an ivory satin ribbon and an attached 
matching design \"For You\" tag

Brilliantly packaged and reverently designed, this cross bottle opener 
makes a Christian favor choice with ultimate appeal 
Just imagine the joy on their faces when your guests arrive and see these 
cross design bottle opener favors, exquisitely presented in our exclusive 
elegant packaging. At Solefavors, we believe that it\'s what\'s on the inside 
AND the outside that makes a favor special. And we think you\'ll agree that 
we got both exactly right with this stunning cross favor. 
Description and details: 
- Each measures 2.25\" x 1.5\" (5.5\" long with tassel) 
- Silver metal cross shaped charm top loaded with simple elegance and 

enhanced with a dramatic central rhinestone accent, topped with an 
attached white satin tassel

- Cross is perched on a sturdy silver metal bottle opener base
- A practical and lasting choice as cross themed favors and Christian 

favors for First Communions, Christenings and more 
- Uniquely packaged in an amazing ivory laser-cut box in the shape of a 

bird cage with a clear acetate display window front. 
- The sides of the box are cut out in an intricate heart and flourish design 

and the top is tied together with an ivory satin ribbon and an attached 
matching design \"For You\" tag

  Item id: Price level 10

  4888 0

Sparklingly special Cross Design 
Keychains
Clearly, these elegant cross favors will make 
the true spirit of the day shine through
At Solefavors, we think that sparkle adds 
charm to any occasion. And these 
sparklingly-special and heavenly-handy cross 
design keychain favors will leave your guests 
feeling blessed long after your day is 
through.
Description and details: 
- Each measures 1.75\" x 1.25\" (4\" long with chain) 
- Brilliant, multifaceted crystal acrylic charm in the shape of an intricate 

cross, attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and key ring 
- Packaged for elegant presentation in a clear topped two piece box with 

a silver bottom and black inside staging 
- The box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon with a cross 

design \"For You\" tag attached

Clearly, these elegant cross favors will make the true spirit of the day shine 
through
At Solefavors, we think that sparkle adds charm to any occasion. And these 
sparklingly-special and heavenly-handy cross design keychain favors will 
leave your guests feeling blessed long after your day is through.
Description and details: 
- Each measures 1.75\" x 1.25\" (4\" long with chain) 
- Brilliant, multifaceted crystal acrylic charm in the shape of an intricate 

cross, attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and key ring 
- Packaged for elegant presentation in a clear topped two piece box with 

a silver bottom and black inside staging 
- The box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon with a cross 

design \"For You\" tag attached

  Item id: Price level 10

  6116 0

http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=676glV8C86
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link/?ID=976glV8Cb7
http://www.catalog-on-demand.com/PDF-e-Link-Page/M9t0798C8M9
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Murano Collection  cross key 
chain favors
Give  your guests a blessing to take with 
them every day with these elegant Murano 
Collectioncross key chain favors
Key chains are favors that are guaranteed to 
find a useful place in your family  and friend's 
lives.  So, Solefavors  made this divinely 
beautiful keychain favor, with a Murano-
inspired cross  charm, to add a blessing-filled 
memory of your special day to their everyday!  
Description  and details:   
- Developed       with inspiration from the masterpieces of the famous 

glass artisans of       Murano, Italy  
- Each measures 1.25" x 2"  (4" long with chain)            
- Swirled       Murano design glass charm in the shape of a cross in a 

colorful array of       bold colors in varying shades of blue, metallic silver, 
gold and pink tones

- Swirled       design gives each piece a somewhat unique appearance
- Charm is       attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and key 

ring
- An elegant       favor for weddings, Christenings First Communions, 

Confirmations and any       Christian-themed event  
- Comes       nestled in a bed of white satin inside a textured two piece 

ivory box 
- Wrapped and       tied with a gold organza ribbon and an attached "For 

You" tag that       displays the distinctive Murano glass name

Give  your guests a blessing to take with them every day with these elegant 
Murano Collectioncross key chain favors
Key chains are favors that are guaranteed to find a useful place in your 
family  and friend's lives.  So, Solefavors  made this divinely beautiful 
keychain favor, with a Murano-inspired cross  charm, to add a blessing-
filled memory of your special day to their everyday!  
Description  and details:   
- Developed       with inspiration from the masterpieces of the famous 

glass artisans of       Murano, Italy  
- Each measures 1.25" x 2"  (4" long with chain)            
- Swirled       Murano design glass charm in the shape of a cross in a 

colorful array of       bold colors in varying shades of blue, metallic silver, 
gold and pink tones

- Swirled       design gives each piece a somewhat unique appearance
- Charm is       attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and key 

ring
- An elegant       favor for weddings, Christenings First Communions, 

Confirmations and any       Christian-themed event  
- Comes       nestled in a bed of white satin inside a textured two piece 

ivory box...

  Item id: Price level 10

  2138 0

Cross Themed Bookmark Favors
On a day when love and blessings are 
bountiful, these cross themed bookmarks 
make a great way to give praise 
At Solefavors, we think one of the best tests 
for favor success is whether your guests will 
use them once they take them home. And, 
with its outstanding cross design and useful 
appeal this bookmark has favor success 
written all over it! 
Description and details: 
- Each favor measures 5.5\" x 1.5\" 
- Dangling detailed cross charm in pewter colored poly resin with an 

inlaid ivory design and sparkling clear rhinestone accents
- Charm dangles from a unique silver colored metal long stem petal 

design page marker that is intended to slip into the book at the page you 
want marked, while the decorative cross is visible from the outside 

- A beautiful and useful cross themed favor for Christian themed events 
- Beautifully packaged sitting on top of a black staging insert, in a clear 

topped two piece box with a gray and silver argyle and ivory cross 
design base 

- Box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached 
\"For You\" tag with a matching cross design

On a day when love and blessings are bountiful, these cross themed 
bookmarks make a great way to give praise 
At Solefavors, we think one of the best tests for favor success is whether 
your guests will use them once they take them home. And, with its 
outstanding cross design and useful appeal this bookmark has favor 
success written all over it! 
Description and details: 
- Each favor measures 5.5\" x 1.5\" 
- Dangling detailed cross charm in pewter colored poly resin with an 

inlaid ivory design and sparkling clear rhinestone accents
- Charm dangles from a unique silver colored metal long stem petal 

design page marker that is intended to slip into the book at the page you 
want marked, while the decorative cross is visible from the outside 

- A beautiful and useful cross themed favor for Christian themed events 
- Beautifully packaged sitting on top of a black staging insert, in a clear 

topped two piece box with a gray and silver argyle and ivory cross 
design base 

- Box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached 
\"For You\" tag with a matching cross design

  Item id: Price level 10

  8933 0
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Murano Collection  Cross Design 
Bottle Stopper
Elegantly top off your guests\' day with this 
cross design wine bottle stopper from the 
fabulous Murano Collection
This elegant bottle stopper keepsake is the 
perfect way to share abundant love and 
God\'s blessings with all the guests joining in 
your special day. Solefavors designed this 
bottle stopper with just that in mind and 
added Murano-inspired beauty for a Christian-themed favor with true spirit 
and useful appeal.
Description and details: 
- Developed with inspiration from the masterpieces of the famous glass 

artisans of Murano, Italy 
- Each measures 5\" x 1.5\" 
- Swirled Murano design glass charm in a cross shape in a fabulously 

vibrant cobalt blue, teal, metallic gold, metallic silver and purple pattern
- Swirled design gives each piece a somewhat unique appearance
- Charm is perched atop a silver colored metal conical bottle stopper 

base, wrapped with a black rubber gasket for a tight seal 
- Comes nestled in a bed of white satin inside a textured two piece ivory 

box 
- Wrapped and tied with a gold organza ribbon and an attached \"For 

You\" tag that displays the distinctive Murano glass name

Elegantly top off your guests\' day with this cross design wine bottle 
stopper from the fabulous Murano Collection
This elegant bottle stopper keepsake is the perfect way to share abundant 
love and God\'s blessings with all the guests joining in your special day. 
Solefavors designed this bottle stopper with just that in mind and added 
Murano-inspired beauty for a Christian-themed favor with true spirit and 
useful appeal.
Description and details: 
- Developed with inspiration from the masterpieces of the famous glass 

artisans of Murano, Italy 
- Each measures 5\" x 1.5\" 
- Swirled Murano design glass charm in a cross shape in a fabulously 

vibrant cobalt blue, teal, metallic gold, metallic silver and purple pattern
- Swirled design gives each piece a somewhat unique appearance
- Charm is perched atop a silver colored metal conical bottle stopper 

base, wrapped with a black rubber gasket for a tight seal 
- Comes nestled in a bed of white satin inside a textured two piece ivory 

box 
- Wrapped and tied with a gold organza ribbon and an attached \"For 

You\" tag that displays the distinctive Murano glass name

  Item id: Price level 10

  2140 0

Communion Bracelet with 
Diamonte Cross
Communion Bracelet with Diamonte 
Cross

An ideal keepsake for a child to 
remember their First Holy Communion, 
complete with a satin lined gift box 
inprinted with a silver cross and the 
words "On your special day"

  Item id: Price level 10

  WCB554 0

Crystocraft Silverplated 
Cross Ornament with Crystal
Crystocraft Silverplated Cross 
Ornament with Crystal

Crystocraft Silverplated Cross 
Ornament with Crystal H:6 W:4 D:3 cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  SP198 0

Chrome Plated Circle Ring 
With Cross - 1st Communion
Chrome Plated Circle Ring With Cross - 
1st Communion

Chrome Plated Circle Ring With Cross - 
1st Communion H:8 W:7 D:3 cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  SP251 0

Chrome Plated Circle Ring 
With Cross - Confirmation 
Day
Chrome Plated Circle Ring With Cross - 
Confirmation Day

Chrome Plated Circle Ring With Cross - 
Confirmation Day

  Item id: Price level 10

  SP252 0
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Chrome Plated Circle Ring 
With Cross - Christening
Chrome Plated Circle Ring With Cross - 
Christening

Chrome Plated Circle Ring With Cross - 
Christening

  Item id: Price level 10

  SP253 0

Cross design champagne flute 
candle holders
Inspirational and divine, these cross design 
champagne flute candle holders are toast-
worthy favors with elegant style 
Inspired by the need for Christian-themed 
favors with flair, Solefavors proudly offers 
these unique candle holders. Elegantly 
crafted in the shape of a champagne flute 
and reverently decorated with a beautiful 
classic cross, each favor is truly a masterpiece fit for a blessing-filled big 
day! 
Description and details: 
- Candle holder has a dramatic and unique champagne flute shaped 

design 
- The stem is crafted in pewter colored poly resin with an elegant cross 

design top with inlaid ivory enamel details and multiple sparkling 
rhinestone enhancements

- The clear hand blown glass bowl holder rests on top of the stem with a 
poured white wax candle inside 

- Each favor measures 4\" x 1.25\" 
- An elegant choice for all Christian themed occasions
- Comes packaged in a clear acetate display box, wrapped and tied with a 

white organza bow and an attached cross-themed \"For You\" tag

Inspirational and divine, these cross design champagne flute candle 
holders are toast-worthy favors with elegant style 
Inspired by the need for Christian-themed favors with flair, Solefavors 
proudly offers these unique candle holders. Elegantly crafted in the shape 
of a champagne flute and reverently decorated with a beautiful classic 
cross, each favor is truly a masterpiece fit for a blessing-filled big day! 
Description and details: 
- Candle holder has a dramatic and unique champagne flute shaped 

design 
- The stem is crafted in pewter colored poly resin with an elegant cross 

design top with inlaid ivory enamel details and multiple sparkling 
rhinestone enhancements

- The clear hand blown glass bowl holder rests on top of the stem with a 
poured white wax candle inside 

- Each favor measures 4\" x 1.25\" 
- An elegant choice for all Christian themed occasions
- Comes packaged in a clear acetate display box, wrapped and tied with a 

white organza bow and an attached cross-themed \"For You\" tag

  Item id: Price level 10

  8199 0

Blessed events Blue 
Cross bookmark
The perfect way to mark 
your day. From Cassiani 
collections Blessed events 
favor collection the perfect 
favor for your christening, 
communion or any religious 
themed party. Useful and 
practical these metal 
bookmark favors are sure to be used by the book lovers in your guests for 
years to come. Each Chrome metal bookmark is accented with a multi 
faceted crystal like blue acrylic cross charm and measures approximately 5" 
long. Each favor comes in an elegant black gift box with clear top and 
finished with a white organza ribbon.

The perfect way to mark your day. From Cassiani collections Blessed 
events favor collection the perfect favor for your christening, communion or 
any religious themed party. Useful and practical these metal bookmark 
favors are sure to be used by the book lovers in your guests for years to 
come. Each Chrome metal bookmark is accented with a multi faceted 
crystal like blue acrylic cross charm and measures approximately 5" long. 
Each favor comes in an elegant black gift box with clear top and finished 
with a white organza ribbon.

  Item id: Price level 10

  DCBK3213B 0

Blessed events Pink 
Cross bookmark
The perfect way to mark 
your day. From Cassiani 
collections Blessed events 
favor collection the perfect 
favor for your christening, 
communion or any religious 
themed party. Useful and 
practical these metal 
bookmark favors are sure to be used by the book lovers in your guests for 
years to come. Each Chrome metal bookmark is accented with a multi 
faceted crystal like pink acrylic cross charm and measures approximately 5" 
long. Each favor comes in an elegant black gift box with clear top and 
finished with a white organza ribbon.

The perfect way to mark your day. From Cassiani collections Blessed 
events favor collection the perfect favor for your christening, communion or 
any religious themed party. Useful and practical these metal bookmark 
favors are sure to be used by the book lovers in your guests for years to 
come. Each Chrome metal bookmark is accented with a multi faceted 
crystal like pink acrylic cross charm and measures approximately 5" long. 
Each favor comes in an elegant black gift box with clear top and finished 
with a white organza ribbon.

  Item id: Price level 10

  DCBK3213P 0
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Murano Art Deco 
Blue and White 
Cross design 
bookmark
Impress your guests with 
the elegance of our art glass 
favors. Inspired by the 
artisans of Murano Italy, 
these handcrafted Murano 
like glass bookmarks are stunning and will wow your guests with it's 
elegance and style. From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco 
collection this elegant solid cross handmade Venetian like glass bookmark 
is made of blue and white colored glass highlighted with the prefect touch 
of gold accents attached to a metal bookmark. This favor is sure to impress 
your guest with it's sophistication and elegant design. Each of these unique 
art deco bookmark favors are handmade and because of that no two are 
exactly alike. They come packaged in high quality two piece white gift box 
and stamped with our authentic "Murano Art Deco" logo . Each bookmark 
measure approximately 3.5" in length.

Impress your guests with the elegance of our art glass favors. Inspired by 
the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like glass 
bookmarks are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and 
style. From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
elegant solid cross handmade Venetian like glass bookmark is made of 
blue and white colored glass highlighted with the prefect touch of gold 
accents attached to a metal bookmark. This favor is sure to impress your 
guest with it's sophistication and elegant design. Each of these unique art 
deco bookmark favors are handmade and because of that no two are 
exactly alike. They come packaged in high quality two piece white gift box 
and stamped with our authentic "Murano Art Deco" logo . Each bookmark 
measure approximately 3.5" in length.

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC6773 0

Murano art deco 
collection letter 
opener blue glass 
cross
Are you looking for an 
elegant religious themed 
favor? These useful art glass 
letter openers will be 
appreciated by your guests. 
Inspired by the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Venetian like 
glass letter openers are stunning and will wow your guests with it's 
elegance and style. From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco 
collection this unique design handmade glass letter opener has a Cross 
shaped glass top in blue, white and gold swirl design colors, and it is 
attached to a chrome metal opener. Each of these fabulous art deco favors 
are handmade glass, they are truly unique and no two are exactly alike. 
They each come packaged in a black bottom gift box and a clear pvc top for 
viewing the elegance set in a white satin lining and finished with a white 
satin ribbon . Each letter opener measures approximately 7" in length.

Are you looking for an elegant religious themed favor? These useful art 
glass letter openers will be appreciated by your guests. Inspired by the 
artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Venetian like glass letter 
openers are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and style. 
From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this unique 
design handmade glass letter opener has a Cross shaped glass top in blue, 
white and gold swirl design colors, and it is attached to a chrome metal 
opener. Each of these fabulous art deco favors are handmade glass, they 
are truly unique and no two are exactly alike. They each come packaged in 
a black bottom gift box and a clear pvc top for viewing the elegance set in a 
white satin lining and finished with a white satin ribbon . Each letter opener 
measures approximately 7" in length.

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC2817 0
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Murano art deco 
collection letter 
opener pink glass 
cross
If you are looking for an 
elegant religious themed 
favor? We have the perfect 
favor for you, these useful 
art glass letter openers will 
be appreciated by your guests. Inspired by the artisans of Murano Italy, 
these handcrafted Murano like glass letter openers are stunning and will 
wow your guests with it's elegance and style. From Cassiani collections 
exclusive Murano art deco collection this unique design handmade 
Venetian like glass letter openers has an Cross shaped glass top in pink , 
white and gold swirl design colors, and it is attached to a chrome metal 
opener. Each of these fabulous art deco favors are handmade glass, they 
are truly unique and no two are exactly alike. They each come packaged in 
a black bottom gift box and a clear pvc top for viewing the elegance set in a 
white satin lining and finished with a white satin ribbon . Each letter opener 
measures approximately 7" in length.

If you are looking for an elegant religious themed favor? We have the 
perfect favor for you, these useful art glass letter openers will be 
appreciated by your guests. Inspired by the artisans of Murano Italy, these 
handcrafted Murano like glass letter openers are stunning and will wow 
your guests with it's elegance and style. From Cassiani collections exclusive 
Murano art deco collection this unique design handmade Venetian like 
glass letter openers has an Cross shaped glass top in pink , white and gold 
swirl design colors, and it is attached to a chrome metal opener. Each of 
these fabulous art deco favors are handmade glass, they are truly unique 
and no two are exactly alike. They each come packaged in a black bottom 
gift box and a clear pvc top for viewing the elegance set in a white satin 
lining and finished with a white satin ribbon . Each letter opener measures 
approximately 7" in length.

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC2818 0

Murano Glass Collection  
blue cross design place card 
holders
Murano Glass Collection blue cross 
design place card holders

Give praise to the Lord on your son's 
big day with these Murano Glass 
Collectionblue cross design place card 
holder favors. 
For Christenings, First Communions and other joyous Christian occasions, 
cross design favors really make a strong statement of faith. And, this blue 
cross place card holder - from Solefavors's Murano Glass Collection - is 
absolutely elegant, versatile and destined to be the answer to your favor 
prayers! 
Description and details: 
- Developed with inspiration from the masterpieces of the famous glass 

artisans of Murano, Italy 
- Each measures 3" tall x 1.25" wide 
- The central blue glass cross shaped charm is hand-painted with 

exquisite metallic silver swirl accents 
- Elegant clear glass cube shaped base ensures a sturdy and steady 

display
- Rising up from the base is a heart shaped silver metal coiled holder for 

easy insertion of a place card, photo or note 
- A reverent way to display place card holders, notes, photos and more
- These place card holders come bulk packed with blank place card 

included

  Item id: Price level 10

  6123 0
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Murano Glass Collection  
pink cross design place card 
holders
Murano Glass Collection pink cross 
design place card holders

Give praise to the Lord on your 
daughter's big day with these Murano 
Glass Collectionpink cross design place 
card holder favors. 
For Christenings, First Communions and other joyous occasions, cross 
design favors really make a strong statement of faith. And, this pink cross 
place card holder - from Solefavors's Murano Glass Collection - is absolutely 
elegant, versatile and destined to be the answer to your favor prayers! 
Description and details: 
- Developed with inspiration from the masterpieces of the famous glass 

artisans of Murano, Italy 
- Each measures 3" tall x 1.25" wide 
- The central pink glass cross shaped charm is hand-painted with 

exquisite black swirl accents 
- Elegant clear glass cube shaped base ensures a sturdy and steady 

display
- Rising up from the base is a heart shaped silver metal coiled holder for 

easy insertion of a place card, photo or note 
- A reverent way to display place card holders, notes, photos and more
- These place card holders come bulk packed with blank place card 

included

  Item id: Price level 10

  6122 0

Angel design letter openers
As decorative and useful favors for all 
occasion, these angel design letter openers 
are simply heavenly
What could be better than sending your 
guests home with an angel at the end of your 
special day? Angel favors are an inspirational 
and beautiful choice for weddings, 
Christenings and so much more. A Solefavors 
exclusive, these angel letter opener favors 
measure 5.5\" x 1.25\" and have a silver metal blade base with a silver poly 
resin angel charm on top, enhanced with embedded shimmering 
rhinestones that accentuate the beautiful carved detail. Sure to raise your 
guests\' spirits, each angel letter opener comes in a clear topped box with a 
silver and white angel design base and black inside, tied with a white 
organza bow and attached matching \"For You\" tag.

As decorative and useful favors for all occasion, these angel design letter 
openers are simply heavenly
What could be better than sending your guests home with an angel at the 
end of your special day? Angel favors are an inspirational and beautiful 
choice for weddings, Christenings and so much more. A Solefavors 
exclusive, these angel letter opener favors measure 5.5\" x 1.25\" and have 
a silver metal blade base with a silver poly resin angel charm on top, 
enhanced with embedded shimmering rhinestones that accentuate the 
beautiful carved detail. Sure to raise your guests\' spirits, each angel letter 
opener comes in a clear topped box with a silver and white angel design 
base and black inside, tied with a white organza bow and attached 
matching \"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6514 0

Pink cross design key chains

Make an affirmation of faith with these 
pink cross design key chains as your 
religious themed favors 
Whether it’s his Christening, First 
Communion, Confirmation or other 
religious occasion, your daughter is 
celebrating a landmark event in her 
journey of Christian faith. So, as your 
family and friends gather together to join in the celebration, Solefavors 
offers this favor as a reverent - and useful - reminder of spirituality and love. 
Description and details:       
- Each measures 1.5” x 1” (3.25” long with chain)      
- The attention grabbing pink cross charm is made of clear acrylic, lushly 

decorated with deep pink glitter 
- Cross is attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and ring 
- A faith affirming choice as religious occasion favors 
- Comes packaged against a black staging background inside a clear 

topped box, with a silver base 
- Box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached 

matching pink cross design “For You” tag 

Make an affirmation of faith with these pink cross design key chains as your 
religious themed favors 
Whether it’s his Christening, First Communion, Confirmation or other 
religious occasion, your daughter is celebrating a landmark event in her 
journey of Christian faith. So, as your family and friends gather together to 
join in the celebration, Solefavors offers this favor as a reverent - and useful 
- reminder of spirituality and love. 
Description and details:       
- Each measures 1.5” x 1” (3.25” long with chain)      
- The attention grabbing pink cross charm is made of clear acrylic, lushly 

decorated with deep pink glitter 
- Cross is attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and ring 
- A faith affirming choice as religious occasion favors 
- Comes packaged against a black staging background inside a clear 

topped box, with a silver base 
- Box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached 

matching pink cross design “For You” tag 

  Item id: Price level 10

  6138 0
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Blue cross design key chains

Make an affirmation of faith with these 
blue cross design key chains as your 
religious themed favors 
Whether it’s his Christening, First 
Communion, Confirmation or other 
religious occasion, your son is 
celebrating a landmark event in his 
journey of Christian faith. So, as your 
family and friends gather together to join in the celebration, Solefavors 
offers this favor as a reverent - and useful - reminder of spirituality and love. 
Description and details:       
- Each measures 1.5” x 1” (3.25” long with chain)      
- The attention grabbing blue cross charm is made of clear acrylic, lushly 

decorated with deep blue glitter 
- Cross is attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and ring 
- A faith affirming choice as religious occasion favors 
- Comes packaged against a black staging background inside a clear 

topped box, with a silver base 
- Box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached 

matching blue cross design “For You” tag 

Make an affirmation of faith with these blue cross design key chains as your 
religious themed favors 
Whether it’s his Christening, First Communion, Confirmation or other 
religious occasion, your son is celebrating a landmark event in his journey 
of Christian faith. So, as your family and friends gather together to join in 
the celebration, Solefavors offers this favor as a reverent - and useful - 
reminder of spirituality and love. 
Description and details:       
- Each measures 1.5” x 1” (3.25” long with chain)      
- The attention grabbing blue cross charm is made of clear acrylic, lushly 

decorated with deep blue glitter 
- Cross is attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and ring 
- A faith affirming choice as religious occasion favors 
- Comes packaged against a black staging background inside a clear 

topped box, with a silver base 
- Box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached 

matching blue cross design “For You” tag 

  Item id: Price level 10

  6137 0

Bling Collection cross candle 
favors Girl

Show your guests that your little girl is 
truly a blessing in your life with these 
Bling Collectioncross candle favors.
As you prepare to celebrate her 
Christening, First Communion or 
another faith-inspired event in your 
daughter’s young life, you want to 
share a memento that respectfully honors the important role that 
Christianity plays in your family. Glowing with its flame and its glistening 
representation of the cross, this Solefavors-exclusive candle is a great way 
to mark a holy day! 
Description and details: 
- Each measures 2.5” tall x 2” wide 
- Frosted white glass outer candle holder, decorated with a bling-

enhanced cross design, brilliantly glistening with pink and clear mini 
rhinestones

- The cross is detailed with a pink outer border for extra shine 
- A white tealight candle is included
- A blessing as favors for a girl’s Christening, First Communion or other 

Christian-themed event 
- Comes packaged in a clear acetate box, wrapped and tied with a white 

organza ribbon and an attached “For You” tag in a matching cross 
design

Show your guests that your little girl is truly a blessing in your life with these 
Bling Collectioncross candle favors.
As you prepare to celebrate her Christening, First Communion or another 
faith-inspired event in your daughter’s young life, you want to share a 
memento that respectfully honors the important role that Christianity plays 
in your family. Glowing with its flame and its glistening representation of the 
cross, this Solefavors-exclusive candle is a great way to mark a holy day! 
Description and details: 
- Each measures 2.5” tall x 2” wide 
- Frosted white glass outer candle holder, decorated with a bling-

enhanced cross design, brilliantly glistening with pink and clear mini 
rhinestones

- The cross is detailed with a pink outer border for extra shine 
- A white tealight candle is included
- A blessing as favors for a girl’s Christening, First Communion or other 

Christian-themed event 
- Comes packaged in a clear acetate box, wrapped and tied with a white 

organza ribbon and an attached “For You” tag in a matching cross 
design

  Item id: Price level 10

  5459 0
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Bling Collection cross candle 
favors Boy

Show your guests that your little boy is 
truly a blessing in your lifewith these 
Bling Collectioncross candle favors.
As you prepare to celebrate his 
Christening, First Communion or 
another faith-inspired event in your 
son’s young life, you want to share a 
memento that respectfully honors the important role that Christianity plays 
in your family. Glowing with its flame and its glistening representation of the 
cross, this Solefavors-exclusive candle is a great way to mark a holy day! 
Description and details: 
- Each measures 2.5” tall x 2” wide 
- Frosted white glass outer candle holder, decorated with a bling-

enhanced cross design, brilliantly glistening with blue and clear mini 
rhinestones

- The cross is detailed with a blue outer border for extra shine 
- A white tealight candle is included
- A blessing as favors for a boy’s Christening, First Communion or other 

Christian-themed event 
- Comes packaged in a clear acetate box, wrapped and tied with a white 

organza ribbon and an attached “For You” tag in a matching cross 
design

Show your guests that your little boy is truly a blessing in your lifewith these 
Bling Collectioncross candle favors.
As you prepare to celebrate his Christening, First Communion or another 
faith-inspired event in your son’s young life, you want to share a memento 
that respectfully honors the important role that Christianity plays in your 
family. Glowing with its flame and its glistening representation of the cross, 
this Solefavors-exclusive candle is a great way to mark a holy day! 
Description and details: 
- Each measures 2.5” tall x 2” wide 
- Frosted white glass outer candle holder, decorated with a bling-

enhanced cross design, brilliantly glistening with blue and clear mini 
rhinestones

- The cross is detailed with a blue outer border for extra shine 
- A white tealight candle is included
- A blessing as favors for a boy’s Christening, First Communion or other 

Christian-themed event 
- Comes packaged in a clear acetate box, wrapped and tied with a white 

organza ribbon and an attached “For You” tag in a matching cross 
design

  Item id: Price level 10

  5458 0

Book Lovers Collection angel 
bookmark favors
Put a little angel in your guests\' day with 
these amazing Book Lovers Collectionangel 
bookmark favors
Inspirational favors are a perfect fit for any 
occasion. So whether you\'re celebrating the 
Christening or First Communion of your own 
little angel, adding a blessing to the marriage 
of a happy couple or anything in between, 
these angel bookmark favors really shine! From Solefavors\'s exclusive 
Book Lovers Collection, each angel favor measures 5\" x 1.75\", including 
tassel, and has a silver bookmark in the shape of an angel with 
outstretched wings, enhanced with cutout details and topped with a cloth 
tassel attached at the halo. Each comes packaged in a Book Lover\'s 
Collection clear topped box with a silver base and white inside, tied with a 
white satin ribbon and an attached filigree design \"For You\" tag.

Put a little angel in your guests\' day with these amazing Book Lovers 
Collectionangel bookmark favors
Inspirational favors are a perfect fit for any occasion. So whether you\'re 
celebrating the Christening or First Communion of your own little angel, 
adding a blessing to the marriage of a happy couple or anything in 
between, these angel bookmark favors really shine! From Solefavors\'s 
exclusive Book Lovers Collection, each angel favor measures 5\" x 1.75\", 
including tassel, and has a silver bookmark in the shape of an angel with 
outstretched wings, enhanced with cutout details and topped with a cloth 
tassel attached at the halo. Each comes packaged in a Book Lover\'s 
Collection clear topped box with a silver base and white inside, tied with a 
white satin ribbon and an attached filigree design \"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6515 0
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Regal Favor Collection cross 
themed frames
Add these Regal Favor Collectioncross 
themed frames to an occasion that's nothing 
short of a blessing 
For religious occasions or any event where 
you want to add a memento that's fits for a 
king or queen, this elegant frame is a spirited 
choice. The pewter-finish metal frame 
measures 4.5" x 3.5" and features a beaded 
border, glistening rhinestone accents and a dramatic cross shaped pewter 
colored poly-finish-accented ivory inlaid enamel charm in the lower corner. 
At the frame's center is a 2.5" x 3.25" glass window with a hinged slot for 
easy insertion of a photo or event day place card and a black felt easel 
stand back. From Solefavors's exclusive Regal Favor Collection, each cross 
frame comes, with a cross decorated "For You" message showing through 
the window, in a white box with a blank vertical place card included.

Add these Regal Favor Collectioncross themed frames to an occasion that's 
nothing short of a blessing 
For religious occasions or any event where you want to add a memento 
that's fits for a king or queen, this elegant frame is a spirited choice. The 
pewter-finish metal frame measures 4.5" x 3.5" and features a beaded 
border, glistening rhinestone accents and a dramatic cross shaped pewter 
colored poly-finish-accented ivory inlaid enamel charm in the lower corner. 
At the frame's center is a 2.5" x 3.25" glass window with a hinged slot for 
easy insertion of a photo or event day place card and a black felt easel 
stand back. From Solefavors's exclusive Regal Favor Collection, each cross 
frame comes, with a cross decorated "For You" message showing through 
the window, in a white box with a blank vertical place card included.

  Item id: Price level 10

  7768 0

Religious Cross Placecard Holder
Your guests will surely have a smile when they 
see this Religious Cross placecard holder 
which are sure to catch your guests' eyes and 
capture their hearts when they arrive at your 
event and find their seating assignments so 
lovingly displayed.

Your guests will surely have a smile when they 
see this Religious Cross placecard holder 
which are sure to catch your guests' eyes and 
capture their hearts when they arrive at your event and find their seating 
assignments so lovingly displayed.

  Item id: Price level 10

  706030 0

Religious Cross 
Placecard Frame
These elegant Religious cross 
placecard frames pull double 
duty as inexpensive wedding 
favors that also welcome your 
guests to their seats. So many 
details go into planning a 
wedding that you welcome the 
chance to get two things done 
for the price (and the time) of one. They play a dual role and therefore make 
inexpensive wedding favors that are also functional and save you time.

These elegant Religious cross placecard frames pull double duty as 
inexpensive wedding favors that also welcome your guests to their seats. 
So many details go into planning a wedding that you welcome the chance 
to get two things done for the price (and the time) of one. They play a dual 
role and therefore make inexpensive wedding favors that are also 
functional and save you time. Photo size 2"x3" Packed in a white box

  Item id: Price level 10

  706061 0

Guardian Angel Placecard holder
Your guests will surely have a smile when they 
see this Guardian Angel placecard holder on 
display, which are sure to catch your guests' 
eyes and capture their hearts when they arrive 
at your event and find their seating 
assignments so lovingly displayed.

Your guests will surely have a smile when they 
see this Guardian Angel placecard holder on 
display, which are sure to catch your guests' 
eyes and capture their hearts when they arrive at your event and find their 
seating assignments so lovingly displayed. Height 3.5"

  Item id: Price level 10

  707020 0

Religious Cross Cake Top
This stunning Religious Cross cake 
topper makes an impressive way to top 
off a spectacular day.  So, why not 
impress your guests by adding this  
beautiful cake topper to the top of your 
festive wedding cake?  Tip top style at 
its best. 13cm x 9.5cm x 5cm

This stunning Religious Cross cake 
topper makes an impressive way to top 
off a spectacular day.  So, why not impress your guests by adding this  
beautiful cake topper to the top of your festive wedding cake?  Tip top style 
at its best. 13cm x 9.5cm x 5cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  706009 0
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Pink Cross Design Favor Saver 
Key Chain Favors
A fitting memento for a day filled with 
blessings, this pink cross design Favor 
Saverkeychain is a perfect choice

 It\'s easy to share the love and pride you\'re 
feeling on your new daughter\'s christening 
day with these classic cross design religious 
occasion favors. And your family and friends 
will surely appreciate this useful and spiritual keepsake. Each keychain 
favor measures 3.75\" x 1\" and has a detailed white poly resin cross charm 
with a central heart-shaped pink rhinestone bordered with round pink 
rhinestones, attached to a sturdy silver metal chain and ring. Offering a 
wide selection of exceptional favors for less, Solefavors\'s exclusive Favor 
Saver Collection has something that\'s just right for every occasion. Each 
comes packaged in a pink bottomed gift box with a clear top and pink 
insert, attractively accented with an attached pink satin bow. 

A fitting memento for a day filled with blessings, this pink cross design 
Favor Saverkeychain is a perfect choice

 It\'s easy to share the love and pride you\'re feeling on your new 
daughter\'s christening day with these classic cross design religious 
occasion favors. And your family and friends will surely appreciate this 
useful and spiritual keepsake. Each keychain favor measures 3.75\" x 1\" 
and has a detailed white poly resin cross charm with a central heart-shaped 
pink rhinestone bordered with round pink rhinestones, attached to a sturdy 
silver metal chain and ring. Offering a wide selection of exceptional favors 
for less, Solefavors\'s exclusive Favor Saver Collection has something 
that\'s just right for every occasion. Each comes packaged in a pink 
bottomed gift box with a clear top and pink insert, attractively accented 
with an attached pink satin bow. 

  Item id: Price level 10

  8328 0

Elegant heart and cross design 
wine bottle stopper favors
It\'s easy to put your faith in these elegant 
heart and cross design wine bottle stopper 
favors
As spiritual favors for weddings, religious 
occasions and other special events, these 
useful utensil favors are simply a top notch 
way to profess your faith and love. A 
Solefavors exclusive, each chrome finish 
silver metal wine bottle stopper favor measures 4\" x 1.5\" and has a conical 
base, wrapped with a black rubber gasket, topped with a large hollow 
metal heart charm with a dramatic, textured finish, solid cross at the center. 
Destined to put faith-filled flair in your special day, each heart and cross 
themed favor comes in a clear acetate topped box with a shiny silver heart 
and cross design base and a black velvet finish staging insert, tied with a 
white organza ribbon and a matching heart design \"For You\" tag

It\'s easy to put your faith in these elegant heart and cross design wine 
bottle stopper favors
As spiritual favors for weddings, religious occasions and other special 
events, these useful utensil favors are simply a top notch way to profess 
your faith and love. A Solefavors exclusive, each chrome finish silver metal 
wine bottle stopper favor measures 4\" x 1.5\" and has a conical base, 
wrapped with a black rubber gasket, topped with a large hollow metal 
heart charm with a dramatic, textured finish, solid cross at the center. 
Destined to put faith-filled flair in your special day, each heart and cross 
themed favor comes in a clear acetate topped box with a shiny silver heart 
and cross design base and a black velvet finish staging insert, tied with a 
white organza ribbon and a matching heart design \"For You\" tag

  Item id: Price level 10

  1932 0

Choice Crystal Cross Key Chains
Solefavors\'s shimmering Choice Crystal 
cross key chains truly shine as favors for any 
religious occasion 

 Give your guests a spiritual remembrance of 
a blessed day with these useful and elegant 
keychain favors. From Solefavors\'s exclusive 
Choice Crystal line, each crystal cross 
keychain measures 4.25\" x 1\" x 0.5\" and 
features a radiant, multifaceted luminous 
crystal cross charm attached at its top to a sturdy chrome chain and ring. 
Surrounded by satin inside a Choice Crystal signature gray heart design 
box, tied with an organza and satin bow with a crystal heart on top and an 
attached matching heart shaped tag, these favors make for a stunning 
presentation. 

Solefavors\'s shimmering Choice Crystal cross key chains truly shine as 
favors for any religious occasion 

 Give your guests a spiritual remembrance of a blessed day with these 
useful and elegant keychain favors. From Solefavors\'s exclusive Choice 
Crystal line, each crystal cross keychain measures 4.25\" x 1\" x 0.5\" and 
features a radiant, multifaceted luminous crystal cross charm attached at its 
top to a sturdy chrome chain and ring. Surrounded by satin inside a Choice 
Crystal signature gray heart design box, tied with an organza and satin bow 
with a crystal heart on top and an attached matching heart shaped tag, 
these favors make for a stunning presentation. 

  Item id: Price level 10

  2223 0
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Choice Crystal Collection Angel 
Favors
Give your guests someone to watch over 
them with these exquisite angel favors from 
Solefavors\'s own Choice Crystal Collection
Beloved as spirited guardians who watch 
over those we love, angels are enduring 
symbols of faith, protection and hope. So 
share the love and warmth of your special 
day with these heavenly mementos! Each 
measures 3\" x 2 1/8\" and is made of brilliant multi faceted crystal in the 
shape of a beautiful angel with outstretched wings and a glistening halo. A 
joyous choice as holiday wedding favors, for all religious occasion, and for 
so much more, these crystal angel favors make for a stunning presentation 
surrounded by white satin inside a Choice Crystal signature silver box 
decorated with white hearts, wrapped with an organza and satin bow with a 
crystal heart accent on top and an attached matching heart shaped \"For 
You\" tag.

Give your guests someone to watch over them with these exquisite angel 
favors from Solefavors\'s own Choice Crystal Collection
Beloved as spirited guardians who watch over those we love, angels are 
enduring symbols of faith, protection and hope. So share the love and 
warmth of your special day with these heavenly mementos! Each measures 
3\" x 2 1/8\" and is made of brilliant multi faceted crystal in the shape of a 
beautiful angel with outstretched wings and a glistening halo. A joyous 
choice as holiday wedding favors, for all religious occasion, and for so 
much more, these crystal angel favors make for a stunning presentation 
surrounded by white satin inside a Choice Crystal signature silver box 
decorated with white hearts, wrapped with an organza and satin bow with a 
crystal heart accent on top and an attached matching heart shaped \"For 
You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  2246 0

Choice Crystal Collection Cross
Solefavors\'s own Choice Crystal 
Collectioncross makes a glorious  keepsake 
for any special occasion
Celebrating a wedding,  First Communion, 
Confirmation, Christening or any  event 
where you want to be sure to count your 
blessings?  Well, with these  elegant crystal 
cross favors from Solefavors\'s Choice Crystal 
Collection are simply heaven sent!  Each 
measures 2.5\" x 1.75\" and is made  of brilliant multi faceted crystal in a 
dramatic three dimensional cross  shape.  Sure to be the answer to your 
favor prayers, these religious  occasion favors make for a stunning 
presentation surrounded by white satin  inside a Choice Crystal signature 
silver box decorated with white  hearts, wrapped with an organza and satin 
bow with a crystal heart accent on  top and an attached matching heart 
shaped \"For You\" tag.

Solefavors\'s own Choice Crystal Collectioncross makes a glorious  
keepsake for any special occasion
Celebrating a wedding,  First Communion, Confirmation, Christening or any  
event where you want to be sure to count your blessings?  Well, with these  
elegant crystal cross favors from Solefavors\'s Choice Crystal Collection are 
simply heaven sent!  Each measures 2.5\" x 1.75\" and is made  of brilliant 
multi faceted crystal in a dramatic three dimensional cross  shape.  Sure to 
be the answer to your favor prayers, these religious  occasion favors make 
for a stunning presentation surrounded by white satin  inside a Choice 
Crystal signature silver box decorated with white  hearts, wrapped with an 
organza and satin bow with a crystal heart accent on  top and an attached 
matching heart shaped \"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  2247 0
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Shining Cross picture frame
This Shining Cross picture frame is a brilliant 
example of religious occasion favors with 
style 
A blessed selection as Christening, 
Communion or Confirmation favors, these 
shimmering silver cross frames are heartfelt 
mementos appropriate for any religious 
occasion. And, they give you a wonderful 
opportunity to share a great photo of the 
special day. Each 2\" x 4\" silver metal frame has an intricate cutout cross 
design at its top backed with silver glitter to provide a shimmer through 
effect. A Solefavors exclusive, each Shining Cross frame has a 1 7/16\" x 
1.875\" photo glass window and a slide out black craft back with easel for 
easy photo insertion. Also picture perfect as a place card frame, each 
comes in a white box with a cross design \"For You\" insert included.

This Shining Cross picture frame is a brilliant example of religious occasion 
favors with style 
A blessed selection as Christening, Communion or Confirmation favors, 
these shimmering silver cross frames are heartfelt mementos appropriate 
for any religious occasion. And, they give you a wonderful opportunity to 
share a great photo of the special day. Each 2\" x 4\" silver metal frame has 
an intricate cutout cross design at its top backed with silver glitter to 
provide a shimmer through effect. A Solefavors exclusive, each Shining 
Cross frame has a 1 7/16\" x 1.875\" photo glass window and a slide out 
black craft back with easel for easy photo insertion. Also picture perfect as 
a place card frame, each comes in a white box with a cross design \"For 
You\" insert included.

  Item id: Price level 10

  3702 0

Glass candleholder featuring a 
cross with a pink heart shaped 
rhinestone
Accented with a dramatic pink rhinestone 
cross, these candleholders make attractive 
Christening / Communion favors.

 Perfect as keepsakes of your little girl's 
Christening or Communion day, these glass 
candleholders feature a stunning cross with a 
pink heart-shaped rhinestone at its center. Each of these unique 
Christening / Communion favors is 2" tall with a frosted glass candleholder 
resting on a white resin base designed to resemble a stone wall. 
Individually boxed in a deluxe package tied with a pink organza bow, these 
Christening / Communion favors put the finishing touches on a joyful day.

Accented with a dramatic pink rhinestone cross, these candleholders make 
attractive Christening / Communion favors.

 Perfect as keepsakes of your little girl's Christening or Communion day, 
these glass candleholders feature a stunning cross with a pink heart-
shaped rhinestone at its center. Each of these unique Christening / 
Communion favors is 2" tall with a frosted glass candleholder resting on a 
white resin base designed to resemble a stone wall. Individually boxed in a 
deluxe package tied with a pink organza bow, these Christening / 
Communion favors put the finishing touches on a joyful day.

  Item id: Price level 10

  3933 0

Heart design corkscrews
Celebrate good times with these heart 
design corkscrews as your wedding or 
shower favors.

 Lovely for any occasion, these heart design 
corkscrews will give your guests a chance to 
remember your celebration each time they 
uncork a bottle of wine at home. Festive and 
functional these corkscrews feature a shiny 
chrome finish, a large heart outline design at 
the top and the word love delicately spelled out across the handle. Each is 
4 " long and comes individually packaged in a deluxe box tied with a white 
organza bow with a heart-shaped thank you tag attached.

Celebrate good times with these heart design corkscrews as your wedding 
or shower favors.

 Lovely for any occasion, these heart design corkscrews will give your 
guests a chance to remember your celebration each time they uncork a 
bottle of wine at home. Festive and functional these corkscrews feature a 
shiny chrome finish, a large heart outline design at the top and the word 
love delicately spelled out across the handle. Each is 4 " long and comes 
individually packaged in a deluxe box tied with a white organza bow with a 
heart-shaped thank you tag attached.

  Item id: Price level 10

  4827 0

Decorative Cross Design Place 
Card Holder Favors
Add a spiritual memento to your event day 
tables with these useful and decorative cross 
design place card holder favors
An elegant addition to any blessed occasion, 
these cross design place card holders are a 
shining example of religious themed favors 
that will brighten your guests\' day. Sold only 
by Solefavors, each 5.5\" tall place card 
holder has a round silver base with a wire stem extending upward to a 
filigree design cross charm complete with four pear shaped clear 
rhinestone accents at its corners and a central round rhinestone. The cross 
conceals a clip for holding the place card or photo/note when your guests 
take them home. A fitting way to bring a blessing to any occasion, these 
favors are sold bulk packed in a clear poly bag with blank place cards 
included.

Add a spiritual memento to your event day tables with these useful and 
decorative cross design place card holder favors
An elegant addition to any blessed occasion, these cross design place card 
holders are a shining example of religious themed favors that will brighten 
your guests\' day. Sold only by Solefavors, each 5.5\" tall place card holder 
has a round silver base with a wire stem extending upward to a filigree 
design cross charm complete with four pear shaped clear rhinestone 
accents at its corners and a central round rhinestone. The cross conceals a 
clip for holding the place card or photo/note when your guests take them 
home. A fitting way to bring a blessing to any occasion, these favors are 
sold bulk packed in a clear poly bag with blank place cards included.

  Item id: Price level 10

  5370 0
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Silver Cross Themed Candle 
Favors
Share a blessing with your family and friends 
with these silver cross themed candle favors 

 Looking for christening, first communion or 
confirmation favors, or classic gifts that are 
appropriate for any religious occasion? These 
Solefavors-exclusive candles make a perfect 
choice! Each 2\" x 1.75\" favor features a 
sturdy white frosted glass holder decorated with a sparkling silver cross 
design, with a white poured candle inside. Packaged with punch, these 
candles come ready for dramatic presentation inside a deluxe clear box 
topped with a sparkling silver bow.  

Share a blessing with your family and friends with these silver cross 
themed candle favors 

 Looking for christening, first communion or confirmation favors, or classic 
gifts that are appropriate for any religious occasion? These Solefavors-
exclusive candles make a perfect choice! Each 2\" x 1.75\" favor features a 
sturdy white frosted glass holder decorated with a sparkling silver cross 
design, with a white poured candle inside. Packaged with punch, these 
candles come ready for dramatic presentation inside a deluxe clear box 
topped with a sparkling silver bow.  

  Item id: Price level 10

  5406 0

Angel Design curio box from the 
Heavenly Favors Collection
This angel design curio box from the 
Heavenly Favors Collectionis packed with 
spirit for your special day
Put an exquisite angel right in your guests\' 
hands with these precious angel design curio 
boxes from Solefavors\'s Heavenly Favors 
Collection. Ready to be filled with jewelry, 
coins or any other treasure once your guests 
take them home, each measures 3\" x 2.75\" x 1\" and is made of sturdy 
poly resin in a silver/pewter finish. Each angel shaped box has a solid 
filigree base with a removable cover that has a detailed angel design with 
filigree swirls and assorted shaped rhinestone enhancements for extra 
pizzaz. Sure to make a stunning presentation, each comes in a satin finish 
silver box, tied with a white satin bow and an attached angel themed \"For 
You\" tag.

This angel design curio box from the Heavenly Favors Collectionis packed 
with spirit for your special day
Put an exquisite angel right in your guests\' hands with these precious 
angel design curio boxes from Solefavors\'s Heavenly Favors Collection. 
Ready to be filled with jewelry, coins or any other treasure once your guests 
take them home, each measures 3\" x 2.75\" x 1\" and is made of sturdy 
poly resin in a silver/pewter finish. Each angel shaped box has a solid 
filigree base with a removable cover that has a detailed angel design with 
filigree swirls and assorted shaped rhinestone enhancements for extra 
pizzaz. Sure to make a stunning presentation, each comes in a satin finish 
silver box, tied with a white satin bow and an attached angel themed \"For 
You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  8629 0

Regal Favor Collection cross 
themed candle holders
Choose these Regal Favor Collectioncross 
themed candle holders as religious favors 
with lasting appeal 
A spiritual keepsake for a day filled with faith, 
love and togetherness, these attractive 
candle favors are a blessing for any religious 
occasion - from First Communions to 
Confirmations to weddings. From 
Solefavors\'s exclusive Regal Favor Collection, each candle measures 2\" 
round x 2\" tall and features a rhinestone enhanced round pewter finish 
poly resin base with a \"fit for royalty\" pewter-finish-accented inlaid enamel 
ivory cross rising up with multiple rhinestone enhancements. A frosted 
white glass votive holder sits in the base with a poured white candle inside. 
Each regal cross candle comes in a clear box with a silver cross-design 
staging base, tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached matching 
design \"For You\" tag

Choose these Regal Favor Collectioncross themed candle holders as 
religious favors with lasting appeal 
A spiritual keepsake for a day filled with faith, love and togetherness, these 
attractive candle favors are a blessing for any religious occasion - from First 
Communions to Confirmations to weddings. From Solefavors\'s exclusive 
Regal Favor Collection, each candle measures 2\" round x 2\" tall and 
features a rhinestone enhanced round pewter finish poly resin base with a 
\"fit for royalty\" pewter-finish-accented inlaid enamel ivory cross rising up 
with multiple rhinestone enhancements. A frosted white glass votive holder 
sits in the base with a poured white candle inside. Each regal cross candle 
comes in a clear box with a silver cross-design staging base, tied with a 
white organza ribbon and an attached matching design \"For You\" tag

  Item id: Price level 10

  5444 0
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Cross Design curio boxes from 
the Heavenly Favors Collection
As special event  keepsakes, these cross 
design curio boxes from the Heavenly Favors 
Collectionare truly heaven sent
Sure to find a special place on your guests\' 
dressers or coffee tables once  they take 
them home, these Heavenly  Favors 
Collection cross design curio boxes from 
Solefavors are fitting  for just about any 
occasion.  Each  measures 3\" x 3\" x 1\" and is made of sturdy poly resin in 
a silver/pewter  finish.  Designed to hold any number of  treasures, each 
cross shaped box has a solid filigree base with a removable  cover that has 
a detailed cross design with filigree swirls and assorted shaped  rhinestone 
enhancements for a shimmering touch.   Sure to make a stunning 
presentation, each comes in a satin finish  silver box, tied with a white satin 
bow and an attached angel themed \"For You\"  tag.

As special event  keepsakes, these cross design curio boxes from the 
Heavenly Favors Collectionare truly heaven sent
Sure to find a special place on your guests\' dressers or coffee tables once  
they take them home, these Heavenly  Favors Collection cross design curio 
boxes from Solefavors are fitting  for just about any occasion.  Each  
measures 3\" x 3\" x 1\" and is made of sturdy poly resin in a silver/pewter  
finish.  Designed to hold any number of  treasures, each cross shaped box 
has a solid filigree base with a removable  cover that has a detailed cross 
design with filigree swirls and assorted shaped  rhinestone enhancements 
for a shimmering touch.   Sure to make a stunning presentation, each 
comes in a satin finish  silver box, tied with a white satin bow and an 
attached angel themed \"For You\"  tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  8630 0

Elegant Reflections Collection 
Fleur di Lis mirror compacts
Make a bold statement with these Elegant 
Reflections CollectionMetal Fleur di Lis mirror 
compacts as your event favors 
A regal symbol of family and trust, the Fleur 
di Lis is proudly displayed in crests and more 
both in French culture and across the globe. 
And this exceptional piece gives you the 
opportunity to add a dash of elegance and 
culture to your event. From Solefavors's Elegant Reflections Collection, 
each silver metal compact measures 2.75" round and is topped with a black 
epoxy background and a silver Fleur di Lis design with rhinestone accents. 
Each has a hinged opening that reveals a dual-sided mirror interior and 
comes in a clear topped box with a black, Fleur di Lis design base, tied with 
a white organza bow and a matching themed "For You" tag.

Make a bold statement with these Elegant Reflections CollectionMetal Fleur 
di Lis mirror compacts as your event favors 
A regal symbol of family and trust, the Fleur di Lis is proudly displayed in 
crests and more both in French culture and across the globe. And this 
exceptional piece gives you the opportunity to add a dash of elegance and 
culture to your event. From Solefavors's Elegant Reflections Collection, 
each silver metal compact measures 2.75" round and is topped with a black 
epoxy background and a silver Fleur di Lis design with rhinestone accents. 
Each has a hinged opening that reveals a dual-sided mirror interior and 
comes in a clear topped box with a black, Fleur di Lis design base, tied with 
a white organza bow and a matching themed "For You" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  5925 0

Angel Key Chain Favors
Here\'s your opportunity to say \"You\'re an 
angel\" to each of your guests with these 
charming angel key chain favors 

 A terrific fit as favors for any special 
occasion, these divine angel key chains are 
truly out of this world! Each Solefavors 
exclusive keychain favor measures 3.5\" x 1\" 
x 0.25\" and has a sturdy chrome key ring 
and link chain attached to a stylish pewter 
colored rhinestone-embellished resin angel charm with a classic-yet-
modern design. Sure to provide a spirit filled reminder of your special day 
each time your guests turn a key, each is delivered in a deluxe black 
bottomed box with a clear top, finished with a white organza bow and 
attached heart shaped thank you tag. 

Here\'s your opportunity to say \"You\'re an angel\" to each of your guests 
with these charming angel key chain favors 

 A terrific fit as favors for any special occasion, these divine angel key 
chains are truly out of this world! Each Solefavors exclusive keychain favor 
measures 3.5\" x 1\" x 0.25\" and has a sturdy chrome key ring and link 
chain attached to a stylish pewter colored rhinestone-embellished resin 
angel charm with a classic-yet-modern design. Sure to provide a spirit filled 
reminder of your special day each time your guests turn a key, each is 
delivered in a deluxe black bottomed box with a clear top, finished with a 
white organza bow and attached heart shaped thank you tag. 

  Item id: Price level 10

  6441 0
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Book Lovers Collection Cross 
Bookmark Favors
As a fitting memento of a day filled with 
blessings, this Book Lovers Collection cross 
bookmark is a thoughtful choice

 Whether it\'s for a First Communion, 
Christening or other special event, religious 
occasion favors give you a chance to spread 
the joy. And, these cross themed bookmark 
favors from Solefavors\'s Book Lovers Collection make a lasting impression. 
Measuring 5.5\" (including the tassel) x 1.5\", each has a silver metal cross 
charm with cutout details and an attached white tassel that peaks out of the 
book for easy page finding. Useful and elegant, each comes packaged in a 
clear topped box with a silver base, tied with a white satin bow and an 
attached round \"For You\" tag with a silver and white striped design. 

As a fitting memento of a day filled with blessings, this Book Lovers 
Collection cross bookmark is a thoughtful choice

 Whether it\'s for a First Communion, Christening or other special event, 
religious occasion favors give you a chance to spread the joy. And, these 
cross themed bookmark favors from Solefavors\'s Book Lovers Collection 
make a lasting impression. Measuring 5.5\" (including the tassel) x 1.5\", 
each has a silver metal cross charm with cutout details and an attached 
white tassel that peaks out of the book for easy page finding. Useful and 
elegant, each comes packaged in a clear topped box with a silver base, tied 
with a white satin bow and an attached round \"For You\" tag with a silver 
and white striped design. 

  Item id: Price level 10

  6475 0

Book Lovers Collection heart and 
cross design bookmark favors
A fitting choice for any religious occasion, 
these Book Lovers Collectionheart and cross 
design bookmark favors really shine through
Whether they\'re marking a favorite passage 
in their Bible or simply remembering their 
blessings each time they open up the last 
read page of a book, your guests are sure to 
appreciate the sentiment conveyed by these 
heart and cross design bookmark favors. From Solefavors\'s exclusive Book 
Lovers Collection, each gold metal bookmark measures 2\" x 2\" and has a 
uniquely stylized cutout heart shape with a decorative cross extending 
down to its center. Each cross bookmark favor comes in a clear topped box 
with a gold base, tied with an ivory bow and attached gold and white \"For 
You\" tag.

A fitting choice for any religious occasion, these Book Lovers 
Collectionheart and cross design bookmark favors really shine through
Whether they\'re marking a favorite passage in their Bible or simply 
remembering their blessings each time they open up the last read page of a 
book, your guests are sure to appreciate the sentiment conveyed by these 
heart and cross design bookmark favors. From Solefavors\'s exclusive Book 
Lovers Collection, each gold metal bookmark measures 2\" x 2\" and has a 
uniquely stylized cutout heart shape with a decorative cross extending 
down to its center. Each cross bookmark favor comes in a clear topped box 
with a gold base, tied with an ivory bow and attached gold and white \"For 
You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6494 0

Cross Design Memo Pads
Your guests are sure to make note of this 
elegant and useful cross design memo pad 
favor 

 A perfect keepsake for religious occasions 
of all kind, this decorative cross design memo 
pad is a great way to share the blessings of a 
special day with family and friends.  Each 
cross memo pad favor measures 4.5\" x 3\" 
and features a dramatic pewter finish 
polyresin filigree design cross shaped charm, enhanced with glistening 
rhinestones, atop a magnetic metal clip for easy attachment to the fridge.  A 
Solefavors exclusive from the Notes Collection, each comes with note pad 
included in a clear-topped box with a black base, tied with a white organza 
bow.  

Your guests are sure to make note of this elegant and useful cross design 
memo pad favor 

 A perfect keepsake for religious occasions of all kind, this decorative cross 
design memo pad is a great way to share the blessings of a special day 
with family and friends.  Each cross memo pad favor measures 4.5\" x 3\" 
and features a dramatic pewter finish polyresin filigree design cross shaped 
charm, enhanced with glistening rhinestones, atop a magnetic metal clip for 
easy attachment to the fridge.  A Solefavors exclusive from the Notes 
Collection, each comes with note pad included in a clear-topped box with a 
black base, tied with a white organza bow.  

  Item id: Price level 10

  8926 0

Angel Design Memo Pad Favors
From the Love Notes Collectionof occasion 
favors, these angel design memo pads are 
truly something to write home about
Have you ever needed to write something 
down but couldn\'t find a piece of paper 
anywhere? Well, with these angelic favors in 
their homes, your guests will never face that 
dilemma again. It\'s like having their own 
little note angel! From Solefavors\'s Love 
Notes Collection, each measures 3\" x 4.5\" and features a silver/pewter 
finish poly resin angel shaped charm with rhinestone accents. Concealed 
behind the angel is a metal clip that holds the note pad and a magnet for 
easy attachment to the fridge. Each comes with a dove design on the top 
sheet of paper showing through a clear topped box with a black base, 
finished with a white organza bow.

From the Love Notes Collectionof occasion favors, these angel design 
memo pads are truly something to write home about
Have you ever needed to write something down but couldn\'t find a piece 
of paper anywhere? Well, with these angelic favors in their homes, your 
guests will never face that dilemma again. It\'s like having their own little 
note angel! From Solefavors\'s Love Notes Collection, each measures 3\" x 
4.5\" and features a silver/pewter finish poly resin angel shaped charm with 
rhinestone accents. Concealed behind the angel is a metal clip that holds 
the note pad and a magnet for easy attachment to the fridge. Each comes 
with a dove design on the top sheet of paper showing through a clear 
topped box with a black base, finished with a white organza bow.

  Item id: Price level 10

  8928 0
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Communion Bracelet with 
Diamonte Cross
Communion Bracelet with Diamonte 
Cross

An ideal keepsake for a child to 
remember their First Holy Communion, 
complete with a satin lined gift box 
inprinted with a silver cross and the 
words "On your special day"

  Item id: Price level 10

  WCB554 0

Two Tone Aluminium Photo 
Frame Communion 6"x4"
Two Tone Aluminium Photo Frame 
Communion 6"x4"

Two Tone Aluminium Photo Frame 
Communion 6"x4"

  Item id: Price level 10

  FA339 0

Two Tone Aluminium Photo 
Frame Confirmation 6"x4"
Two Tone Aluminium Photo Frame 
Confirmation 6"x4"

Two Tone Aluminium Photo Frame 
Confirmation 6"x4"

  Item id: Price level 10

  FA340 0

Celebrations PU Photo 
Album Communion/Bread 
Icon 100 x 6"x4"
Celebrations PU Photo Album 
Communion/Bread Icon 100 x 6"x4"

Celebrations PU Photo Album 
Communion/Bread Icon 100 x 6"x4"

  Item id: Price level 10

  FL251A 0

Celebrations PU Photo 
Album Confirmation/Dove 
Icon 100 x 6"x4"
Celebrations PU Photo Album 
Confirmation/Dove Icon 100 x 6"x4"

Celebrations PU Photo Album 
Confirmation/Dove Icon 100 x 6"x4"

  Item id: Price level 10

  FL252A 0

Crystocraft Silverplated 
Cross Ornament with Crystal
Crystocraft Silverplated Cross 
Ornament with Crystal

Crystocraft Silverplated Cross 
Ornament with Crystal H:6 W:4 D:3 cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  SP198 0

Chrome Plated Circle Ring 
With Cross - 1st Communion
Chrome Plated Circle Ring With Cross - 
1st Communion

Chrome Plated Circle Ring With Cross - 
1st Communion H:8 W:7 D:3 cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  SP251 0

Chrome Plated Circle Ring 
With Cross - Confirmation 
Day
Chrome Plated Circle Ring With Cross - 
Confirmation Day

Chrome Plated Circle Ring With Cross - 
Confirmation Day

  Item id: Price level 10

  SP252 0
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Chrome Plated Circle Ring 
With Cross - Christening
Chrome Plated Circle Ring With Cross - 
Christening

Chrome Plated Circle Ring With Cross - 
Christening

  Item id: Price level 10

  SP253 0

Crystocraft Chrome Plated 
Heart Ring -1st Communion
Crystocraft Chrome Plated Heart Ring -
1st Communion

Crystocraft Chrome Plated Heart Ring -
1st Communion H:7 W:7 D:3 cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  SP549 0

Crystocraft Chrome Plated 
Heart Ring - Confirmation
Crystocraft Chrome Plated Heart Ring - 
Confirmation

Crystocraft Chrome Plated Heart Ring - 
Confirmation

  Item id: Price level 10

  SP550 0

Talking Pictures More Than 
Words 3D Letter Album 
ÌCommunionÌ
Talking Pictures More Than Words 3D 
Letter Album Communion

Talking Pictures More Than Words 3D 
Letter Album Communion H:17 W:18 D:4 
cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  WTP140COM 0

Talking Pictures More Than 
Words 3D Album 
ÌConfirmationÌ
Talking Pictures More Than Words 3D 
Album Confirmation

Talking Pictures More Than Words 3D 
Album Confirmation H:17 W:18 D:4 cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  WTP140CON 0

Talking Pictures More Than 
Words 3D Frame 
ÌCommunionÌ
Talking Pictures More Than Words 3D 
Frame Communion

Talking Pictures More Than Words 3D 
Frame Communion H:23 W:33 D:2 cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  WTP139COM 0

Talking Pictures More Than 
Words 3D Frame 
ÌConfirmationÌ
Talking Pictures More Than Words 3D 
Frame Confirmation

Talking Pictures More Than Words 3D 
Frame Confirmation H:23 W:33 D:2 cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  WTP139CON 0

Religious Cross Gift Bags
Religious Cross Gift Bags

Paper Religious Cross Gift Bags. 9" x 7 
1/2" x 3 1/2" Packed in 12's Priced 
individually

  Item id: Price level 10

  FE362454 0
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Plastic Cross Containers
Plastic Cross Containers

Plastic Cross Containers. 5" x 4"

  Item id: Price level 10

  FE362330 0

Religious 3D Cross Gift Box
Religious 3D Cross Gift Box

3-D Cross Gift Boxes. Cardboard 5 1/4"

  Item id: Price level 10

  FE362468 0

Religious Cross Cup
Religious Cross Cups. Paper. (8 pcs. 
per set) 9 oz.

Religious Cross Cups. Paper. (8 pcs. 
per set) 9 oz.

  Item id: Price level 10

  FEIN706985 0

Inspirational Cross 
Centerpiece
Inspirational Cross Centerpiece. 
Decorate with this easy-to-use 
cardboard and tissue piece. 13 1/2" 
Simple assembly required.

Inspirational Cross Centerpiece. 
Decorate with this easy-to-use 
cardboard and tissue piece. 13 1/2" 
Simple assembly required.

  Item id: Price level 10

  FEIN361871 0

Cross Mylar Balloon
Cross Mylar Balloon

Cross Mylar Balloon. Decorate for 
church events or religious celebrations. 
30"

  Item id: Price level 10

  FEIN362435 0

Rosary Bracelet
This beautiful Rosary bracelet 
measures 8" long. Its length is made up 
of a series of off-white beads (in two 
sizes) and smaller silver-plated beads. 
A clear acrylic heart charm and silver-
plated cross ornament hang from the 
bracelet.

This beautiful Rosary bracelet 
measures 8" long. Its length is made up 
of a series of off-white beads (in two sizes) and smaller silver-plated beads. 
A clear acrylic heart charm and silver-plated cross ornament hang from the 
bracelet. Displayed in a window box.

  Item id: Price level 10

  LRQA780B 0

White PU 1st Communion 
Photo Album with Cross 100 
x 4" x 6"
White PU 1st Communion Photo Album 
with Cross 100 x 4" x 6"

White PU 1st Communion Photo Album 
with Cross 100 x 4" x 6"

  Item id: Price level 10

  WFL179A 0

Juliana White Textured 
Frame with Icon - First 
Communion 6x4
Juliana White Textured Frame with Icon 
- First Communion 6x4

Juliana White Textured Frame with Icon 
- First Communion 6x4

  Item id: Price level 10

  WFL286COM 0
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Contemporary Photo Frame 
6" x 4" - Communion
New View Tile Type Photo Frame 6" x 
4" - Communion

New View Tile Type Photo Frame 6" x 
4" - Communion

  Item id: Price level 10

  WNV437 0

Juliana 2 Tone Silver Frame 
with Heart Design - God Son
Juliana 2 Tone Silver Frame with Heart 
Design - God Son 21x16x1

Juliana 2 Tone Silver Frame with Heart 
Design - God Son 21x16x1cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  WFS1005GS 0

Juliana 2 Tone Silver Frame 
with Heart Design - Godchild
Juliana 2 Tone Silver Frame with Heart 
Design - Godchild 21x16x1

Juliana 2 Tone Silver Frame with Heart 
Design - Godchild 21x16x1cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  WFS1005GCH 0

Religious Cross Cake Top
This stunning Religious Cross cake 
topper makes an impressive way to top 
off a spectacular day.  So, why not 
impress your guests by adding this  
beautiful cake topper to the top of your 
festive wedding cake?  Tip top style at 
its best. 13cm x 9.5cm x 5cm

This stunning Religious Cross cake 
topper makes an impressive way to top 
off a spectacular day.  So, why not impress your guests by adding this  
beautiful cake topper to the top of your festive wedding cake?  Tip top style 
at its best. 13cm x 9.5cm x 5cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  706009 0

Religious Cross Trinket Box
At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we 
have both covered with this exceptional 
Religious Cross trinket box. Ready to 
hold coins, jewelry and more. 7.5cm x 
6cm x 5cm

At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we have both covered with this 
exceptional Religious Cross trinket box. Ready to hold coins, jewelry and 
more. 7.5cm x 6cm x 5cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  706047 0

Guardian Angel Trinket Box
At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we 
have both covered with this exceptional 
Guardian Angel trinket box. Ready to 
hold coins, jewelry and more.

At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we 
have both covered with this exceptional Guardian Angel trinket box. Ready 
to hold coins, jewelry and more.

  Item id: Price level 10

  707044 0

Rosary Bracelet
This beautiful Rosary bracelet 
measures 8" long. Its length is made up 
of a series of off-white beads (in two 
sizes) and smaller silver-plated beads. 
A clear acrylic heart charm and silver-
plated cross ornament hang from the 
bracelet.

This beautiful Rosary bracelet 
measures 8" long. Its length is made up 
of a series of off-white beads (in two sizes) and smaller silver-plated beads. 
A clear acrylic heart charm and silver-plated cross ornament hang from the 
bracelet. Displayed in a window box.

  Item id: Price level 10

  LRQA780B 0
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White PU Confirmation 
Photo Frame with Cross 4" x 
6"
White PU Confirmation Photo Frame 
with Cross 4" x 6"

White PU Confirmation Photo Frame 
with Cross 4" x 6" photo

  Item id: Price level 10

  WFL180 0

White PU Confirmation 
Photo Album with Cross 100 
x 4" x 6"
White PU Confirmation Photo Album 
with Cross 100 x 4" x 6"

White PU Confirmation Photo Album 
with Cross 100 x 4" x 6"

  Item id: Price level 10

  WFL180A 0

Juliana White Textured 
Frame with Icon 
Confirmation Day 6x4
Juliana White Textured Frame with Icon 
Confirmation Day 6x4

Juliana White Textured Frame with Icon 
Confirmation Day 6x4"

  Item id: Price level 10

  WFL286CON 0

Religious Cross Cake Top
This stunning Religious Cross cake 
topper makes an impressive way to top 
off a spectacular day.  So, why not 
impress your guests by adding this  
beautiful cake topper to the top of your 
festive wedding cake?  Tip top style at 
its best. 13cm x 9.5cm x 5cm

This stunning Religious Cross cake 
topper makes an impressive way to top 
off a spectacular day.  So, why not impress your guests by adding this  
beautiful cake topper to the top of your festive wedding cake?  Tip top style 
at its best. 13cm x 9.5cm x 5cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  706009 0

Religious Cross Trinket Box
At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we 
have both covered with this exceptional 
Religious Cross trinket box. Ready to 
hold coins, jewelry and more. 7.5cm x 
6cm x 5cm

At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we have both covered with this 
exceptional Religious Cross trinket box. Ready to hold coins, jewelry and 
more. 7.5cm x 6cm x 5cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  706047 0

Guardian Angel Trinket Box
At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we 
have both covered with this exceptional 
Guardian Angel trinket box. Ready to 
hold coins, jewelry and more.

At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we 
have both covered with this exceptional Guardian Angel trinket box. Ready 
to hold coins, jewelry and more.

  Item id: Price level 10

  707044 0

Heaven sent Cherub 
favors collection 
bookmark
For a heavenly finishing 
touch to a special day these 
divine cherub design 
bookmark favors are sure to 
be treasured by your 
guests. These graceful 
cherub creations are available exclusively by Cassiani collection favors. 
Each of these three designs of playful cherubs have a pearl white finish and 
are holding a Violin, Harp, or Accordion instrument, they measure 1.5" x 1" 
and attached to a 3" long metal bookmark. Best of all they are ready for gift 
giving in a white gift box with clear cover finished with a white organza 
ribbon.

For a heavenly finishing touch to a special day these divine cherub design 
bookmark favors are sure to be treasured by your guests. These graceful 
cherub creations are available exclusively by Cassiani collection favors. 
Each of these three designs of playful cherubs have a pearl white finish and 
are holding a Violin, Harp, or Accordion instrument, they measure 1.5" x 1" 
and attached to a 3" long metal bookmark. Best of all they are ready for gift 
giving in a white gift box with clear cover finished with a white organza 
ribbon.

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC1727 0
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Cross Themed Bookmark Favors
On a day when love and blessings are 
bountiful, these cross themed bookmarks 
make a great way to give praise 
At Solefavors, we think one of the best tests 
for favor success is whether your guests will 
use them once they take them home. And, 
with its outstanding cross design and useful 
appeal this bookmark has favor success 
written all over it! 
Description and details: 
- Each favor measures 5.5\" x 1.5\" 
- Dangling detailed cross charm in pewter colored poly resin with an 

inlaid ivory design and sparkling clear rhinestone accents
- Charm dangles from a unique silver colored metal long stem petal 

design page marker that is intended to slip into the book at the page you 
want marked, while the decorative cross is visible from the outside 

- A beautiful and useful cross themed favor for Christian themed events 
- Beautifully packaged sitting on top of a black staging insert, in a clear 

topped two piece box with a gray and silver argyle and ivory cross 
design base 

- Box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached 
\"For You\" tag with a matching cross design

On a day when love and blessings are bountiful, these cross themed 
bookmarks make a great way to give praise 
At Solefavors, we think one of the best tests for favor success is whether 
your guests will use them once they take them home. And, with its 
outstanding cross design and useful appeal this bookmark has favor 
success written all over it! 
Description and details: 
- Each favor measures 5.5\" x 1.5\" 
- Dangling detailed cross charm in pewter colored poly resin with an 

inlaid ivory design and sparkling clear rhinestone accents
- Charm dangles from a unique silver colored metal long stem petal 

design page marker that is intended to slip into the book at the page you 
want marked, while the decorative cross is visible from the outside 

- A beautiful and useful cross themed favor for Christian themed events 
- Beautifully packaged sitting on top of a black staging insert, in a clear 

topped two piece box with a gray and silver argyle and ivory cross 
design base 

- Box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached 
\"For You\" tag with a matching cross design

  Item id: Price level 10

  8933 0

Guardian Angel 
Bookmark
Truly unique and absolutely 
fabulous, these Guardian 
Angel bookmark favors will 
warm your guests' hearts On a 
day when you are happily 
writing a new chapter in the 
wonderful story of your life, a 
bookmark favor, as beautiful 
as this one, is sure to add to the memories. Delicately designed but sturdy 
and useful, these favors are eye-catching mementos.

Truly unique and absolutely fabulous, these Guardian Angel bookmark 
favors will warm your guests' hearts On a day when you are happily writing 
a new chapter in the wonderful story of your life, a bookmark favor, as 
beautiful as this one, is sure to add to the memories. Delicately designed 
but sturdy and useful, these favors are eye-catching mementos.

  Item id: Price level 10

  707006 0

Religious Cross Bookmark
Truly unique and absolutely fabulous, 
these Religious cross bookmark favors 
will warm your guests' hearts On a day 
when you are happily writing a new 
chapter in the wonderful story of your 
life, a bookmark favor, as beautiful as 
this one, is sure to add to the 
memories. Delicately designed but 
sturdy and useful, these Solefavors are 
eye-catching mementos packed with class.

Truly unique and absolutely fabulous, these Religious cross bookmark 
favors will warm your guests' hearts On a day when you are happily writing 
a new chapter in the wonderful story of your life, a bookmark favor, as 
beautiful as this one, is sure to add to the memories. Delicately designed 
but sturdy and useful, these Solefavors are eye-catching mementos packed 
with class. 10.5cm x 5cm x 1.5cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  706016 0
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Angel Design Bookmark Favors
Here\'s an angelic addition to a day that\'s 
sure to be absolutely heavenly - angel design 
bookmark favors

 The right finishing touches can make any 
event extra special and these elegant and 
useful bookmark favors are blessed with an 
angel\'s touch. Destined to stir cherished 
memories each time your guests use them, 
each 3\" x 1\" x 0.25\" bookmark favor 
features a detailed pewter resin angel shape with an embedded 
shimmering rhinestone perched at the top of a sturdy metal clip. A 
Solefavors exclusive, each angel bookmark comes packaged in a deluxe 
box with a black bottom and clear plastic top, tied with a white organza 
ribbon and an attached heart shaped thank you tag. 

Here\'s an angelic addition to a day that\'s sure to be absolutely heavenly - 
angel design bookmark favors

 The right finishing touches can make any event extra special and these 
elegant and useful bookmark favors are blessed with an angel\'s touch. 
Destined to stir cherished memories each time your guests use them, each 
3\" x 1\" x 0.25\" bookmark favor features a detailed pewter resin angel 
shape with an embedded shimmering rhinestone perched at the top of a 
sturdy metal clip. A Solefavors exclusive, each angel bookmark comes 
packaged in a deluxe box with a black bottom and clear plastic top, tied 
with a white organza ribbon and an attached heart shaped thank you tag. 

  Item id: Price level 10

  6442 0

Bling Collection cross candle 
favors Girl

Show your guests that your little girl is 
truly a blessing in your life with these 
Bling Collectioncross candle favors.
As you prepare to celebrate her 
Christening, First Communion or 
another faith-inspired event in your 
daughter’s young life, you want to 
share a memento that respectfully honors the important role that 
Christianity plays in your family. Glowing with its flame and its glistening 
representation of the cross, this Solefavors-exclusive candle is a great way 
to mark a holy day! 
Description and details: 
- Each measures 2.5” tall x 2” wide 
- Frosted white glass outer candle holder, decorated with a bling-

enhanced cross design, brilliantly glistening with pink and clear mini 
rhinestones

- The cross is detailed with a pink outer border for extra shine 
- A white tealight candle is included
- A blessing as favors for a girl’s Christening, First Communion or other 

Christian-themed event 
- Comes packaged in a clear acetate box, wrapped and tied with a white 

organza ribbon and an attached “For You” tag in a matching cross 
design

Show your guests that your little girl is truly a blessing in your life with these 
Bling Collectioncross candle favors.
As you prepare to celebrate her Christening, First Communion or another 
faith-inspired event in your daughter’s young life, you want to share a 
memento that respectfully honors the important role that Christianity plays 
in your family. Glowing with its flame and its glistening representation of the 
cross, this Solefavors-exclusive candle is a great way to mark a holy day! 
Description and details: 
- Each measures 2.5” tall x 2” wide 
- Frosted white glass outer candle holder, decorated with a bling-

enhanced cross design, brilliantly glistening with pink and clear mini 
rhinestones

- The cross is detailed with a pink outer border for extra shine 
- A white tealight candle is included
- A blessing as favors for a girl’s Christening, First Communion or other 

Christian-themed event 
- Comes packaged in a clear acetate box, wrapped and tied with a white 

organza ribbon and an attached “For You” tag in a matching cross 
design

  Item id: Price level 10

  5459 0
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Bling Collection cross candle 
favors Boy

Show your guests that your little boy is 
truly a blessing in your lifewith these 
Bling Collectioncross candle favors.
As you prepare to celebrate his 
Christening, First Communion or 
another faith-inspired event in your 
son’s young life, you want to share a 
memento that respectfully honors the important role that Christianity plays 
in your family. Glowing with its flame and its glistening representation of the 
cross, this Solefavors-exclusive candle is a great way to mark a holy day! 
Description and details: 
- Each measures 2.5” tall x 2” wide 
- Frosted white glass outer candle holder, decorated with a bling-

enhanced cross design, brilliantly glistening with blue and clear mini 
rhinestones

- The cross is detailed with a blue outer border for extra shine 
- A white tealight candle is included
- A blessing as favors for a boy’s Christening, First Communion or other 

Christian-themed event 
- Comes packaged in a clear acetate box, wrapped and tied with a white 

organza ribbon and an attached “For You” tag in a matching cross 
design

Show your guests that your little boy is truly a blessing in your lifewith these 
Bling Collectioncross candle favors.
As you prepare to celebrate his Christening, First Communion or another 
faith-inspired event in your son’s young life, you want to share a memento 
that respectfully honors the important role that Christianity plays in your 
family. Glowing with its flame and its glistening representation of the cross, 
this Solefavors-exclusive candle is a great way to mark a holy day! 
Description and details: 
- Each measures 2.5” tall x 2” wide 
- Frosted white glass outer candle holder, decorated with a bling-

enhanced cross design, brilliantly glistening with blue and clear mini 
rhinestones

- The cross is detailed with a blue outer border for extra shine 
- A white tealight candle is included
- A blessing as favors for a boy’s Christening, First Communion or other 

Christian-themed event 
- Comes packaged in a clear acetate box, wrapped and tied with a white 

organza ribbon and an attached “For You” tag in a matching cross 
design

  Item id: Price level 10

  5458 0

Religious Cross Tea-Light 
Candle Holder
Looking for a bright new favor idea? 
These Religious cross candle holders 
are destined to light up your guests\' 
day Invite your family and friends to 
keep love\'s flame burning long after 
your special day is through with these 
simply-adorable and heartwarming 
favors. 6cm x 5cm x 6cm

Looking for a bright new favor idea? These Religious cross candle holders 
are destined to light up your guests\' day Invite your family and friends to 
keep love\'s flame burning long after your special day is through with these 
simply-adorable and heartwarming favors. 6cm x 5cm x 6cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  706054 0

Guardian Angel Tea-Light 
Candle
Looking for a bright new favor idea? 
These Guardian Angel candle holders 
are destined to light up your guests\' 
day Invite your family and friends to 
keep love\'s flame burning long after 
your special day is through with these 
simply-adorable and heartwarming 
favors. 6cm x 5cm x 6cm

Looking for a bright new favor idea? These Guardian Angel candle holders 
are destined to light up your guests\' day Invite your family and friends to 
keep love\'s flame burning long after your special day is through with these 
simply-adorable and heartwarming favors. 6cm x 5cm x 6cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  707037 0
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Guardian Angel Photo/Place 
Card Holder Candles
 Share love and an angel\'s blessings with 
these guardian angel photo/place card holder 
candles as your favors Your family and 
friends will all be gathered together to 
celebrate your special day. It\'s the perfect 
opportunity to show them how much you 
care, so give them their own guardian angel 
to light up their day. Part of Solefavors\'s 
Angelic Expressions Collection, each place card candle favor measures 4\" x 
2\" and has a frosted white glass holder with a tea light candle, nestled in a 
winding silver wire base with attached angel accents and a dramatic angel 
shaped place card holder top that also doubles as a note/photo holder. 
Perfect for all types of occasions, each angel candle favor comes packaged 
in a white gift box.

 Share love and an angel\'s blessings with these guardian angel 
photo/place card holder candles as your favors Your family and friends will 
all be gathered together to celebrate your special day. It\'s the perfect 
opportunity to show them how much you care, so give them their own 
guardian angel to light up their day. Part of Solefavors\'s Angelic 
Expressions Collection, each place card candle favor measures 4\" x 2\" and 
has a frosted white glass holder with a tea light candle, nestled in a winding 
silver wire base with attached angel accents and a dramatic angel shaped 
place card holder top that also doubles as a note/photo holder. Perfect for 
all types of occasions, each angel candle favor comes packaged in a white 
gift box.

  Item id: Price level 10

  4742 0

Silver Cross Themed Candle 
Favors
Share a blessing with your family and friends 
with these silver cross themed candle favors 

 Looking for christening, first communion or 
confirmation favors, or classic gifts that are 
appropriate for any religious occasion? These 
Solefavors-exclusive candles make a perfect 
choice! Each 2\" x 1.75\" favor features a 
sturdy white frosted glass holder decorated with a sparkling silver cross 
design, with a white poured candle inside. Packaged with punch, these 
candles come ready for dramatic presentation inside a deluxe clear box 
topped with a sparkling silver bow.  

Share a blessing with your family and friends with these silver cross 
themed candle favors 

 Looking for christening, first communion or confirmation favors, or classic 
gifts that are appropriate for any religious occasion? These Solefavors-
exclusive candles make a perfect choice! Each 2\" x 1.75\" favor features a 
sturdy white frosted glass holder decorated with a sparkling silver cross 
design, with a white poured candle inside. Packaged with punch, these 
candles come ready for dramatic presentation inside a deluxe clear box 
topped with a sparkling silver bow.  

  Item id: Price level 10

  5406 0

Murano art deco 
collection standing 
glass cross
Inspired by the artisans of 
Murano Italy, these 
handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning 
and will wow your guests 
with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

Inspired by the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC5003 0

Murano art deco 
collection glass 
cross
Inspired by the artisans of 
Murano Italy, these 
handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning 
and will wow your guests 
with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

Inspired by the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC5020 0

Murano art deco 
collection glass 
cross
Inspired by the artisans of 
Murano Italy, these 
handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning 
and will wow your guests 
with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

Inspired by the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC5021 0
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Murano art deco 
collection glass 
cross
Inspired by the artisans of 
Murano Italy, these 
handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning 
and will wow your guests 
with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

Inspired by the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like 
glass crosses are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and 
style.From Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this 
unique creation is a handmade Vene

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC5022 0

MINI CHROME CROSS WITH 
SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL
CHROME PLATED MINI CROSS WITH 
STRASS SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL We are 
proud to present you with our creative 
collection which combines superb 
metal craftsmanship and STRASS_ 
Swarovski_ Crystal, which guarantees 
the highest crystal quality. Size: 4.5 x 
6.4 cm  Net not included.

CHROME PLATED MINI CROSS WITH STRASS SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL    We 
are proud to present you with our creative collection which combines  
superb metal craftsmanship and STRASS Swarovski Crystal, which 
guarantees the highest crystal quality.    Size: 4.5 cm x 6.4 cm  

 Net not included. Previouse code WSP192

  Item id: Price level 10

  WSP198 0

Madonna and Child plaque
Share  blessings and love with these 
exquisite Madonna and Child plaque favors   
The Madonna and Child is one of 
Christianity's most treasured icons.  And,  this 
elegant Madonna and Child plaque makes a 
memorable memento of your event  that is a 
blessing to behold.  A Solefavors exclusive, 
each Madonna and  Child favor measures 
4.5" x 3.5" and features an oval wood plaque 
in a red,  wood-grain stain, with a carved, pewter-colored poly resin 
Madonna and Child  dramatically displayed at its center. Each is finished 
with a metal wire stand  and metal clip for hanging. A perfect choice as 
religious favors for baptisms,  communions, confirmations, weddings and 
any events where you want to add a  lasting icon of Christianity, each 
comes in a white box.

Share  blessings and love with these exquisite Madonna and Child plaque 
favors   
The Madonna and Child is one of Christianity's most treasured icons.  And,  
this elegant Madonna and Child plaque makes a memorable memento of 
your event  that is a blessing to behold.  A Solefavors exclusive, each 
Madonna and  Child favor measures 4.5" x 3.5" and features an oval wood 
plaque in a red,  wood-grain stain, with a carved, pewter-colored poly resin 
Madonna and Child  dramatically displayed at its center. Each is finished 
with a metal wire stand  and metal clip for hanging. A perfect choice as 
religious favors for baptisms,  communions, confirmations, weddings and 
any events where you want to add a  lasting icon of Christianity, each 
comes in a white box.

  Item id: Price level 10

  8633 0
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Cross design letter favors
Invite your guests to open up their  hearts in 
a spiritual way with these cross design letter 
favors 
Sure to be a  treasured reminder of faith, 
spirituality and love, these cross letter 
openers  are both useful and elegant.  
Exclusively  from Solefavors, each cross letter 
opener measures 5.75\" long x 1.5\" wide and 
 has a pewter colored poly resin cross charm 
with inlaid white enamel, enhanced  with beaded detail and multiple 
glistening rhinestones that accentuate the  design. The cross sits stately 
atop a chrome finish silver metal letter opener  blade.  An elegant addition 
to any  religious occasion, each comes in a decorative 2 piece  box with a 
two tone  silver  with a diamond pattern and cross design, tied with a white 
organza  ribbon and an attached matching design \"For You\" tag.

Invite your guests to open up their  hearts in a spiritual way with these 
cross design letter favors 
Sure to be a  treasured reminder of faith, spirituality and love, these cross 
letter openers  are both useful and elegant.  Exclusively  from Solefavors, 
each cross letter opener measures 5.75\" long x 1.5\" wide and  has a 
pewter colored poly resin cross charm with inlaid white enamel, enhanced  
with beaded detail and multiple glistening rhinestones that accentuate the  
design. The cross sits stately atop a chrome finish silver metal letter opener  
blade.  An elegant addition to any  religious occasion, each comes in a 
decorative 2 piece  box with a two tone  silver  with a diamond pattern and 
cross design, tied with a white organza  ribbon and an attached matching 
design \"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  6534 0

Decorative cross ornament 
favors
Add a classic symbol of Christianity to your 
special  occasion with these decorative cross 
ornament favors 
For centuries, the cross has been revered as 
a steadfast symbol of Christian  faith. And, 
this cross ornament elegantly pays homage 
to this treasured icon.  Measuring 4.25\" long 
x 3.5\" wide, each is made of a silver pewter  
colored poly resin with a detailed ivory inlaid enamel design, in a classic  
cross shape, accented with glistening rhinestones at its tips for a dramatic  
effect. Each has an ivory satin ribbon tied at its top for easy and stylish  
hanging. A blessing to behold, each Solefavors exclusive ornament favor 
comes  nestled in silver satin inside a textured silver gift box with a clear 
acetate  display top, wrapped and tied with a silver metallic elastic cord and 
an  attached cross design \"For You\" tag.

Add a classic symbol of Christianity to your special  occasion with these 
decorative cross ornament favors 
For centuries, the cross has been revered as a steadfast symbol of Christian 
 faith. And, this cross ornament elegantly pays homage to this treasured 
icon.  Measuring 4.25\" long x 3.5\" wide, each is made of a silver pewter  
colored poly resin with a detailed ivory inlaid enamel design, in a classic  
cross shape, accented with glistening rhinestones at its tips for a dramatic  
effect. Each has an ivory satin ribbon tied at its top for easy and stylish  
hanging. A blessing to behold, each Solefavors exclusive ornament favor 
comes  nestled in silver satin inside a textured silver gift box with a clear 
acetate  display top, wrapped and tied with a silver metallic elastic cord and 
an  attached cross design \"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  8638 0
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Shimmering angel ornaments
As all occasion favors with flair, these 
shimmering angel  ornaments are simply 
glorious 
A divine choice as favors for any religious 
occasion, a special winter event or  anytime 
you just want to make your guests feel loved, 
these decorative angel  ornaments are simply 
magical. Measuring 4.25\" long x 3\" wide, 
each is  made of a silver pewter colored poly 
resin with a detailed ivory inlaid enamel  design, in a classic angel shape, 
accented with glistening rhinestones for a  dramatic effect. Each has an 
ivory satin ribbon tied at its top for easy and  stylish hanging. A blessing to 
behold, each Solefavors exclusive ornament  favor comes nestled in silver 
satin inside a textured silver gift box with a  clear acetate display top, 
wrapped and tied with a silver metallic elastic cord  and an attached angel 
design \"For You\" tag.

As all occasion favors with flair, these shimmering angel  ornaments are 
simply glorious 
A divine choice as favors for any religious occasion, a special winter event 
or  anytime you just want to make your guests feel loved, these decorative 
angel  ornaments are simply magical. Measuring 4.25\" long x 3\" wide, 
each is  made of a silver pewter colored poly resin with a detailed ivory 
inlaid enamel  design, in a classic angel shape, accented with glistening 
rhinestones for a  dramatic effect. Each has an ivory satin ribbon tied at its 
top for easy and  stylish hanging. A blessing to behold, each Solefavors 
exclusive ornament  favor comes nestled in silver satin inside a textured 
silver gift box with a  clear acetate display top, wrapped and tied with a 
silver metallic elastic cord  and an attached angel design \"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  8637 0

Blessed events 
Cross design photo 
frame
From our Blessed Events 
collection we have the 
perfect favors for you ,
whether for a communion, 
christening or any other 
religious themed event 
these favors will sure be a hit with your guests. A Cassiani collection 
exclusive , each silver resin photo fra

From our Blessed Events collection we have the perfect favors for you ,
whether for a communion, christening or any other religious themed event 
these favors will sure be a hit with your guests. A Cassiani collection 
exclusive , each silver resin photo fra

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC1768 0

Murano Glass Collection hanging 
cross favors (pink)
Share the blessings and spirit of the  day with 
these divine Murano Glass  Collectionhanging 
cross favors (pink)
Inspired by the beautiful works of the 
famous-for-centuries glass artisans of  
Murano, Italy, our exclusive Murano Glass  
Collection favors are exceptional tributes to 
the Italian treasures. Lovely  to behold, these 
elegant cross favors make the most of the unique Murano  style.  Each 
measures 4.25\" x 3.125\" in a  Murano-like clear glass with a pink pebble 
finish and an attached pink satin  ribbon for hanging, finished with a 
detailed, antique style silver bead.  Perfect as religious occasion favors for a 
 girl\'s Christening, First Communion, Confirmation and more, each  
Solefavors-exclusive cross comes nestled in white satin inside a pearlized  
ivory two piece box, wrapped and tied with a gold organza ribbon and a  
Murano Glass entitled \"For You\" tag attached with a gold cord.

Share the blessings and spirit of the  day with these divine Murano Glass  
Collectionhanging cross favors (pink)
Inspired by the beautiful works of the famous-for-centuries glass artisans of 
 Murano, Italy, our exclusive Murano Glass  Collection favors are 
exceptional tributes to the Italian treasures. Lovely  to behold, these 
elegant cross favors make the most of the unique Murano  style.  Each 
measures 4.25\" x 3.125\" in a  Murano-like clear glass with a pink pebble 
finish and an attached pink satin  ribbon for hanging, finished with a 
detailed, antique style silver bead.  Perfect as religious occasion favors for a 
 girl\'s Christening, First Communion, Confirmation and more, each  
Solefavors-exclusive cross comes nestled in white satin inside a pearlized  
ivory two piece box, wrapped and tied with a gold organza ribbon and a  
Murano Glass entitled \"For You\" tag attached with a gold cord.

  Item id: Price level 10

  2126 0
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Murano Glass Collection hanging 
cross favors (blue)
Share the blessings and spirit of the  day with 
these divine Murano Glass  Collectionhanging 
cross favors (blue)
Inspired by the beautiful works of the 
famous-for-centuries glass artisans of  
Murano, Italy, our exclusive Murano Glass  
Collection favors are exceptional tributes to 
the Italian treasures. Lovely  to behold, these 
elegant cross favors make the most of the unique Murano  style.  Each 
measures 4.25\" x 3.125\" in a  Murano-like clear glass with a blue pebble 
finish and an attached blue satin  ribbon for hanging, finished with a 
detailed, antique style silver bead.  Perfect as religious occasion favors for a 
 boy\'s Christening, First Communion, Confirmation and more, each  
Solefavors-exclusive cross comes nestled in white satin inside a pearlized  
ivory two piece box, wrapped and tied with a gold organza ribbon and a  
Murano Glass entitled \"For You\" tag attached with a gold cord.

Share the blessings and spirit of the  day with these divine Murano Glass  
Collectionhanging cross favors (blue)
Inspired by the beautiful works of the famous-for-centuries glass artisans of 
 Murano, Italy, our exclusive Murano Glass  Collection favors are 
exceptional tributes to the Italian treasures. Lovely  to behold, these 
elegant cross favors make the most of the unique Murano  style.  Each 
measures 4.25\" x 3.125\" in a  Murano-like clear glass with a blue pebble 
finish and an attached blue satin  ribbon for hanging, finished with a 
detailed, antique style silver bead.  Perfect as religious occasion favors for a 
 boy\'s Christening, First Communion, Confirmation and more, each  
Solefavors-exclusive cross comes nestled in white satin inside a pearlized  
ivory two piece box, wrapped and tied with a gold organza ribbon and a  
Murano Glass entitled \"For You\" tag attached with a gold cord.

  Item id: Price level 10

  2125 0

Murano Glass Collection hanging 
cross favors (white)
Share the blessings and spirit of the  day with 
these divine Murano Glass  Collectionhanging 
cross favors (white)
Inspired by the beautiful works of the 
famous-for-centuries glass artisans of  
Murano, Italy, our exclusive Murano Glass  
Collection favors are exceptional tributes to 
the Italian treasures. Lovely  to behold, these 
elegant cross favors make the most of the unique Murano  style.  Each 
measures 4.25\" x 3.125\" in a Murano-like  clear glass with a white pebble 
finish and an attached white satin ribbon for  hanging, finished with a 
detailed, antique style silver bead.  Perfect as favors for Christenings, First  
Communions and all religious occasions, each Solefavors-exclusive cross 
comes  nestled in white satin inside a pearlized ivory two piece  box, 
wrapped  and tied with a gold organza ribbon and a Murano Glass entitled 
\"For You\" tag  attached with a gold cord.

Share the blessings and spirit of the  day with these divine Murano Glass  
Collectionhanging cross favors (white)
Inspired by the beautiful works of the famous-for-centuries glass artisans of 
 Murano, Italy, our exclusive Murano Glass  Collection favors are 
exceptional tributes to the Italian treasures. Lovely  to behold, these 
elegant cross favors make the most of the unique Murano  style.  Each 
measures 4.25\" x 3.125\" in a Murano-like  clear glass with a white pebble 
finish and an attached white satin ribbon for  hanging, finished with a 
detailed, antique style silver bead.  Perfect as favors for Christenings, First  
Communions and all religious occasions, each Solefavors-exclusive cross 
comes  nestled in white satin inside a pearlized ivory two piece  box, 
wrapped  and tied with a gold organza ribbon and a Murano Glass entitled 
\"For You\" tag  attached with a gold cord.

  Item id: Price level 10

  2124 0

Religious Cross Placecard Holder
Your guests will surely have a smile when they 
see this Religious Cross placecard holder 
which are sure to catch your guests' eyes and 
capture their hearts when they arrive at your 
event and find their seating assignments so 
lovingly displayed.

Your guests will surely have a smile when they 
see this Religious Cross placecard holder 
which are sure to catch your guests' eyes and 
capture their hearts when they arrive at your event and find their seating 
assignments so lovingly displayed.

  Item id: Price level 10

  706030 0
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Choice Crystal Collection Cross
Solefavors\'s own Choice Crystal 
Collectioncross makes a glorious  keepsake 
for any special occasion
Celebrating a wedding,  First Communion, 
Confirmation, Christening or any  event 
where you want to be sure to count your 
blessings?  Well, with these  elegant crystal 
cross favors from Solefavors\'s Choice Crystal 
Collection are simply heaven sent!  Each 
measures 2.5\" x 1.75\" and is made  of brilliant multi faceted crystal in a 
dramatic three dimensional cross  shape.  Sure to be the answer to your 
favor prayers, these religious  occasion favors make for a stunning 
presentation surrounded by white satin  inside a Choice Crystal signature 
silver box decorated with white  hearts, wrapped with an organza and satin 
bow with a crystal heart accent on  top and an attached matching heart 
shaped \"For You\" tag.

Solefavors\'s own Choice Crystal Collectioncross makes a glorious  
keepsake for any special occasion
Celebrating a wedding,  First Communion, Confirmation, Christening or any  
event where you want to be sure to count your blessings?  Well, with these  
elegant crystal cross favors from Solefavors\'s Choice Crystal Collection are 
simply heaven sent!  Each measures 2.5\" x 1.75\" and is made  of brilliant 
multi faceted crystal in a dramatic three dimensional cross  shape.  Sure to 
be the answer to your favor prayers, these religious  occasion favors make 
for a stunning presentation surrounded by white satin  inside a Choice 
Crystal signature silver box decorated with white  hearts, wrapped with an 
organza and satin bow with a crystal heart accent on  top and an attached 
matching heart shaped \"For You\" tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  2247 0

Cross Design curio boxes from 
the Heavenly Favors Collection
As special event  keepsakes, these cross 
design curio boxes from the Heavenly Favors 
Collectionare truly heaven sent
Sure to find a special place on your guests\' 
dressers or coffee tables once  they take 
them home, these Heavenly  Favors 
Collection cross design curio boxes from 
Solefavors are fitting  for just about any 
occasion.  Each  measures 3\" x 3\" x 1\" and is made of sturdy poly resin in 
a silver/pewter  finish.  Designed to hold any number of  treasures, each 
cross shaped box has a solid filigree base with a removable  cover that has 
a detailed cross design with filigree swirls and assorted shaped  rhinestone 
enhancements for a shimmering touch.   Sure to make a stunning 
presentation, each comes in a satin finish  silver box, tied with a white satin 
bow and an attached angel themed \"For You\"  tag.

As special event  keepsakes, these cross design curio boxes from the 
Heavenly Favors Collectionare truly heaven sent
Sure to find a special place on your guests\' dressers or coffee tables once  
they take them home, these Heavenly  Favors Collection cross design curio 
boxes from Solefavors are fitting  for just about any occasion.  Each  
measures 3\" x 3\" x 1\" and is made of sturdy poly resin in a silver/pewter  
finish.  Designed to hold any number of  treasures, each cross shaped box 
has a solid filigree base with a removable  cover that has a detailed cross 
design with filigree swirls and assorted shaped  rhinestone enhancements 
for a shimmering touch.   Sure to make a stunning presentation, each 
comes in a satin finish  silver box, tied with a white satin bow and an 
attached angel themed \"For You\"  tag.

  Item id: Price level 10

  8630 0

Cross Design Memo Pads
Your guests are sure to make note of this 
elegant and useful cross design memo pad 
favor 

 A perfect keepsake for religious occasions 
of all kind, this decorative cross design memo 
pad is a great way to share the blessings of a 
special day with family and friends.  Each 
cross memo pad favor measures 4.5\" x 3\" 
and features a dramatic pewter finish 
polyresin filigree design cross shaped charm, enhanced with glistening 
rhinestones, atop a magnetic metal clip for easy attachment to the fridge.  A 
Solefavors exclusive from the Notes Collection, each comes with note pad 
included in a clear-topped box with a black base, tied with a white organza 
bow.  

Your guests are sure to make note of this elegant and useful cross design 
memo pad favor 

 A perfect keepsake for religious occasions of all kind, this decorative cross 
design memo pad is a great way to share the blessings of a special day 
with family and friends.  Each cross memo pad favor measures 4.5\" x 3\" 
and features a dramatic pewter finish polyresin filigree design cross shaped 
charm, enhanced with glistening rhinestones, atop a magnetic metal clip for 
easy attachment to the fridge.  A Solefavors exclusive from the Notes 
Collection, each comes with note pad included in a clear-topped box with a 
black base, tied with a white organza bow.  

  Item id: Price level 10

  8926 0
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"Blessed Events" 
Keychain cross 
collection
"Blessed Event" cross 
keychain favors make the 
perfect party favors for your 
little ones special day. A 
Cassiani collection exclusive 
these practical cross key 
chains are made of pearl shiny silver poly resin and embellished with the 
perfectly placed crystal stones and attached to a metal key ring. A perfect 
favor for a Christening, communion, confirmation or any religious themed 
event. They come elegantly finished in a black gift box wrapped with an 
organza ribbon and a heart shaped thank you tag accented with a cross 
design. Each cross measures 1" x 1.5" and 3" in total length with the key 
ring.

"Blessed Event" cross keychain favors make the perfect party favors for 
your little ones special day. A Cassiani collection exclusive these practical 
cross key chains are made of pearl shiny silver poly resin and embellished 
with the perfectly placed crystal stones and attached to a metal key ring. A 
perfect favor for a Christening, communion, confirmation or any religious 
themed event. They come elegantly finished in a black gift box wrapped 
with an organza ribbon and a heart shaped thank you tag accented with a 
cross design. Each cross measures 1" x 1.5" and 3" in total length with the 
key ring.

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC1642 0

Murano art deco 
collection Cross 
keychain
Impress your guests with 
the elegance of our art glass 
favors. Inspired by the 
artisans of Murano Italy, 
these handcrafted Murano 
like glass key chains are 
stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and style. From 
Cassiani collections exclusive

Impress your guests with the elegance of our art glass favors. Inspired by 
the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like glass key chains 
are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and style. From 
Cassiani collections exclusive

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC3034 0

Murano art deco 
collection Cross 
keychain
Impress your guests with 
the elegance of our art glass 
favors. Inspired by the 
artisans of Murano Italy, 
these handcrafted Murano 
like glass key chains are 
stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and style. From 
Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this elegant solid 
cross design handmade Venetian like glass keychain is made of blue and 
white colored glass accented with the prefect touch of gold accents 
attached to a high quality metal key ring holder. This favor is sure to 
impress your guest with it's sophistication and elegant design. Each of 
these unique art deco key chain favors are handmade and because of that 
no two are exactly alike. They come packaged in high quality two piece 
white gift box and set in a white satin lining, and stamped with our 
authentic "Murano Art Deco" logo . Each keychain measure approximately 
3.5" in length.

Impress your guests with the elegance of our art glass favors. Inspired by 
the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like glass key chains 
are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and style. From 
Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this elegant solid 
cross design handmade Venetian like glass keychain is made of blue and 
white colored glass accented with the prefect touch of gold accents 
attached to a high quality metal key ring holder. This favor is sure to 
impress your guest with it's sophistication and elegant design. Each of 
these unique art deco key chain favors are handmade and because of that 
no two are exactly alike. They come packaged in high quality two piece 
white gift box and set in a white satin lining, and stamped with our 
authentic "Murano Art Deco" logo . Each keychain measure approximately 
3.5" in length.

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC2776 0
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Murano art deco 
collection Cross 
keychain
Impress your guests with 
the elegance of our art glass 
favors. Inspired by the 
artisans of Murano Italy, 
these handcrafted Murano 
like glass key chains are 
stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and style. From 
Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this elegant solid 
cross design handmade Venetian like glass keychain is made of pink glass 
accented with brown lines and attached to a high quality metal key ring 
holder. This favor is sure to impress your guest with it's sophistication and 
elegant design. Each of these unique art deco key chain favors are 
handmade and because of that no two are exactly alike. They come 
packaged in high quality two piece white gift box and set in a white satin 
lining, and stamped with our authentic "Murano Art Deco" logo . Each 
keychain measure approximately 3.5" in length.

Impress your guests with the elegance of our art glass favors. Inspired by 
the artisans of Murano Italy, these handcrafted Murano like glass key chains 
are stunning and will wow your guests with it's elegance and style. From 
Cassiani collections exclusive Murano art deco collection this elegant solid 
cross design handmade Venetian like glass keychain is made of pink glass 
accented with brown lines and attached to a high quality metal key ring 
holder. This favor is sure to impress your guest with it's sophistication and 
elegant design. Each of these unique art deco key chain favors are 
handmade and because of that no two are exactly alike. They come 
packaged in high quality two piece white gift box and set in a white satin 
lining, and stamped with our authentic "Murano Art Deco" logo . Each 
keychain measure approximately 3.5" in length.

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC2777 0

Murano Collection  cross key 
chain favors
Give  your guests a blessing to take with 
them every day with these elegant Murano 
Collectioncross key chain favors
Key chains are favors that are guaranteed to 
find a useful place in your family  and friend's 
lives.  So, Solefavors  made this divinely 
beautiful keychain favor, with a Murano-
inspired cross  charm, to add a blessing-filled 
memory of your special day to their everyday!  
Description  and details:   
- Developed       with inspiration from the masterpieces of the famous 

glass artisans of       Murano, Italy  
- Each measures 1.25" x 2"  (4" long with chain)            
- Swirled       Murano design glass charm in the shape of a cross in a 

colorful array of       bold colors in varying shades of blue, metallic silver, 
gold and pink tones

- Swirled       design gives each piece a somewhat unique appearance
- Charm is       attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and key 

ring
- An elegant       favor for weddings, Christenings First Communions, 

Confirmations and any       Christian-themed event  
- Comes       nestled in a bed of white satin inside a textured two piece 

ivory box 
- Wrapped and       tied with a gold organza ribbon and an attached "For 

You" tag that       displays the distinctive Murano glass name

Give  your guests a blessing to take with them every day with these elegant 
Murano Collectioncross key chain favors
Key chains are favors that are guaranteed to find a useful place in your 
family  and friend's lives.  So, Solefavors  made this divinely beautiful 
keychain favor, with a Murano-inspired cross  charm, to add a blessing-
filled memory of your special day to their everyday!  
Description  and details:   
- Developed       with inspiration from the masterpieces of the famous 

glass artisans of       Murano, Italy  
- Each measures 1.25" x 2"  (4" long with chain)            
- Swirled       Murano design glass charm in the shape of a cross in a 

colorful array of       bold colors in varying shades of blue, metallic silver, 
gold and pink tones

- Swirled       design gives each piece a somewhat unique appearance
- Charm is       attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and key 

ring
- An elegant       favor for weddings, Christenings First Communions, 

Confirmations and any       Christian-themed event  
- Comes       nestled in a bed of white satin inside a textured two piece 

ivory box...

  Item id: Price level 10

  2138 0
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Pink cross design key chains

Make an affirmation of faith with these 
pink cross design key chains as your 
religious themed favors 
Whether it’s his Christening, First 
Communion, Confirmation or other 
religious occasion, your daughter is 
celebrating a landmark event in her 
journey of Christian faith. So, as your 
family and friends gather together to join in the celebration, Solefavors 
offers this favor as a reverent - and useful - reminder of spirituality and love. 
Description and details:       
- Each measures 1.5” x 1” (3.25” long with chain)      
- The attention grabbing pink cross charm is made of clear acrylic, lushly 

decorated with deep pink glitter 
- Cross is attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and ring 
- A faith affirming choice as religious occasion favors 
- Comes packaged against a black staging background inside a clear 

topped box, with a silver base 
- Box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached 

matching pink cross design “For You” tag 

Make an affirmation of faith with these pink cross design key chains as your 
religious themed favors 
Whether it’s his Christening, First Communion, Confirmation or other 
religious occasion, your daughter is celebrating a landmark event in her 
journey of Christian faith. So, as your family and friends gather together to 
join in the celebration, Solefavors offers this favor as a reverent - and useful 
- reminder of spirituality and love. 
Description and details:       
- Each measures 1.5” x 1” (3.25” long with chain)      
- The attention grabbing pink cross charm is made of clear acrylic, lushly 

decorated with deep pink glitter 
- Cross is attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and ring 
- A faith affirming choice as religious occasion favors 
- Comes packaged against a black staging background inside a clear 

topped box, with a silver base 
- Box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached 

matching pink cross design “For You” tag 

  Item id: Price level 10

  6138 0

Blue cross design key chains

Make an affirmation of faith with these 
blue cross design key chains as your 
religious themed favors 
Whether it’s his Christening, First 
Communion, Confirmation or other 
religious occasion, your son is 
celebrating a landmark event in his 
journey of Christian faith. So, as your 
family and friends gather together to join in the celebration, Solefavors 
offers this favor as a reverent - and useful - reminder of spirituality and love. 
Description and details:       
- Each measures 1.5” x 1” (3.25” long with chain)      
- The attention grabbing blue cross charm is made of clear acrylic, lushly 

decorated with deep blue glitter 
- Cross is attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and ring 
- A faith affirming choice as religious occasion favors 
- Comes packaged against a black staging background inside a clear 

topped box, with a silver base 
- Box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached 

matching blue cross design “For You” tag 

Make an affirmation of faith with these blue cross design key chains as your 
religious themed favors 
Whether it’s his Christening, First Communion, Confirmation or other 
religious occasion, your son is celebrating a landmark event in his journey 
of Christian faith. So, as your family and friends gather together to join in 
the celebration, Solefavors offers this favor as a reverent - and useful - 
reminder of spirituality and love. 
Description and details:       
- Each measures 1.5” x 1” (3.25” long with chain)      
- The attention grabbing blue cross charm is made of clear acrylic, lushly 

decorated with deep blue glitter 
- Cross is attached at its top to a sturdy silver metal chain and ring 
- A faith affirming choice as religious occasion favors 
- Comes packaged against a black staging background inside a clear 

topped box, with a silver base 
- Box is wrapped and tied with a white organza ribbon and an attached 

matching blue cross design “For You” tag 

  Item id: Price level 10

  6137 0

Guardian Angel Key Chain
These Religious Key chain favors make great 
little gifts to say thank you to your guests for 
sharing your special day. It_s guaranteed to be 
useful and its stunning design makes it an 
instant favor classic!

These Religious Key chain favors make great 
little gifts to say thank you to your guests for 
sharing your special day. It_s guaranteed to be 
useful and its stunning design makes it an 
instant favor classic!

  Item id: Price level 10

  707013 0
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Religious Cross Key Chain
These Diamante pearl Finish Religious 
Cross Key chain favors make great little 
gifts to say thank you to your guests for 
sharing your special day. ItÌs 
guaranteed to be useful and its 
stunning design makes it an instant 
favor classic! 10.5cm x 5cm x 1.5cm

These Diamante pearl Finish Religious 
Cross Key chain favors make great little 
gifts to say thank you to your guests for sharing your special day. It's 
guaranteed to be useful and its stunning design makes it an instant favor 
classic!

  Item id: Price level 10

  706023 0

Heaven sent Cherub 
favors collection 
frame
Graceful and divine, these 
cherub design photo frame 
favors will add special touch 
to your heavenly day. Each 
of these three designs of 
playful resin cherubs are in 
the shape of a heart with a pearl white finish and attached on the side of 
the frame an adorable cherub figurine holding a Violin, Harp, or Accordion 
instrument. Each frame measures 3" x 3" and hold a 2 1/4" x 2 1/4" photo. 
These heavenly creations are available only from Cassiani collection. Your 
guest will be reminded of your special day every time they look at these 
precious keepsakes. Each comes packed in a plain white gift box.

Graceful and divine, these cherub design photo frame favors will add 
special touch to your heavenly day. Each of these three designs of playful 
resin cherubs are in the shape of a heart with a pearl white finish and 
attached on the side of the frame an adorable cherub figurine holding a 
Violin, Harp, or Accordion instrument. Each frame measures 3" x 3" and 
hold a 2 1/4" x 2 1/4" photo. These heavenly creations are available only 
from Cassiani collection. Your guest will be reminded of your special day 
every time they look at these precious keepsakes. Each comes packed in a 
plain white gift box.

  Item id: Price level 10

  DC1729 0

Murano Glass Collection 
Madonna and Child plaque
A modern interpretation of the classic  
Madonna and child, this stunning plaque 
shines as religious favors for all occasions  
(white)    
Inspired by the  beautiful works of the 
renowned glass artisans of Murano, Italy, our 
exclusive Murano Glass Collection favors are  
exceptional tributes to the Italian treasures. 
And, this plaque - loaded with  contemporary style and drama - also pays 
tribute to a cherished-for-centuries  religious icon.  An exceptional choice as 
 Christian favors for all occasions, each measures 4.5\" x 2.75\" and 
features a  Murano-style-inspired, curved design plaque/stand in clear glass 
with a white  pebble finish and a central Madonna and child in silver metal.  
A Solefavors exclusive, each comes in a two-piece  pearlized light ivory gift 
box wrapped with a gold organza ribbon and a  Murano Glass entitled \"For 
You\" tag attached with a gold cord.

A modern interpretation of the classic  Madonna and child, this stunning 
plaque shines as religious favors for all occasions  (white)    
Inspired by the  beautiful works of the renowned glass artisans of Murano, 
Italy, our exclusive Murano Glass Collection favors are  exceptional tributes 
to the Italian treasures. And, this plaque - loaded with  contemporary style 
and drama - also pays tribute to a cherished-for-centuries  religious icon.  
An exceptional choice as  Christian favors for all occasions, each measures 
4.5\" x 2.75\" and features a  Murano-style-inspired, curved design 
plaque/stand in clear glass with a white  pebble finish and a central 
Madonna and child in silver metal.  A Solefavors exclusive, each comes in a 
two-piece  pearlized light ivory gift box wrapped with a gold organza ribbon 
and a  Murano Glass entitled \"For You\" tag attached with a gold cord.

  Item id: Price level 10

  2116 0

Religious Cross Placecard Holder
Your guests will surely have a smile when they 
see this Religious Cross placecard holder 
which are sure to catch your guests' eyes and 
capture their hearts when they arrive at your 
event and find their seating assignments so 
lovingly displayed.

Your guests will surely have a smile when they 
see this Religious Cross placecard holder 
which are sure to catch your guests' eyes and 
capture their hearts when they arrive at your event and find their seating 
assignments so lovingly displayed.

  Item id: Price level 10

  706030 0
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Religious Cross 
Placecard Frame
These elegant Religious cross 
placecard frames pull double 
duty as inexpensive wedding 
favors that also welcome your 
guests to their seats. So many 
details go into planning a 
wedding that you welcome the 
chance to get two things done 
for the price (and the time) of one. They play a dual role and therefore make 
inexpensive wedding favors that are also functional and save you time.

These elegant Religious cross placecard frames pull double duty as 
inexpensive wedding favors that also welcome your guests to their seats. 
So many details go into planning a wedding that you welcome the chance 
to get two things done for the price (and the time) of one. They play a dual 
role and therefore make inexpensive wedding favors that are also 
functional and save you time. Photo size 2"x3" Packed in a white box

  Item id: Price level 10

  706061 0

Guardian Angel Placecard holder
Your guests will surely have a smile when they 
see this Guardian Angel placecard holder on 
display, which are sure to catch your guests' 
eyes and capture their hearts when they arrive 
at your event and find their seating 
assignments so lovingly displayed.

Your guests will surely have a smile when they 
see this Guardian Angel placecard holder on 
display, which are sure to catch your guests' 
eyes and capture their hearts when they arrive at your event and find their 
seating assignments so lovingly displayed. Height 3.5"

  Item id: Price level 10

  707020 0

Religious Cross Cake Top
This stunning Religious Cross cake 
topper makes an impressive way to top 
off a spectacular day.  So, why not 
impress your guests by adding this  
beautiful cake topper to the top of your 
festive wedding cake?  Tip top style at 
its best. 13cm x 9.5cm x 5cm

This stunning Religious Cross cake 
topper makes an impressive way to top 
off a spectacular day.  So, why not impress your guests by adding this  
beautiful cake topper to the top of your festive wedding cake?  Tip top style 
at its best. 13cm x 9.5cm x 5cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  706009 0

Religious Cross Trinket Box
At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we 
have both covered with this exceptional 
Religious Cross trinket box. Ready to 
hold coins, jewelry and more. 7.5cm x 
6cm x 5cm

At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we have both covered with this 
exceptional Religious Cross trinket box. Ready to hold coins, jewelry and 
more. 7.5cm x 6cm x 5cm

  Item id: Price level 10

  706047 0

Guardian Angel Trinket Box
At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we 
have both covered with this exceptional 
Guardian Angel trinket box. Ready to 
hold coins, jewelry and more.

At Solefavors, we understand that you 
want favors that are pretty AND useful. 
Well, we\'re sure you\'ll agree that we 
have both covered with this exceptional Guardian Angel trinket box. Ready 
to hold coins, jewelry and more.

  Item id: Price level 10

  707044 0
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